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EDITOR’S NOTE
EMMA KULI
volume 109 / issue 01

DEAR READER,
When storytelling’s great heroes embark on quests, they are armed with
swords, wands, bows, and arrows. When readers are asked to surmount swelling turmoil, we normally don’t have a miraculous elixir or mythological weapon on hand.
This book doesn’t fold into a sparkling katana or include any magical potion
recipes. However, the journey between these covers showcases stories’ inspiring, healing power. I hope you find strength in this issue’s tales of life and
death, family and identity, and the natural and the supernatural.
I am deeply grateful to the storytellers of our magazine. Without the incredible poets, artists, and writers featured in this book, you would be holding an
anthology of blank pages.
The pieces of Volume 109.1 voyaged to get to find this print home. It was because of the careful eyes, hard work, and persistent passion of our leadership
staff, assistants, associates, editorial board, and faculty advisors that this wondrous collection came together.
The stories we share with one another, the stories we hear and tell, the stories
we hold within ourselves nourish and guide us as we make our way in the
world. Carry these stories with you.
Happy reading!

EMMA KULI

editor in chief

CONTENT WARNING
volume 109 / issue 01

DEAR READER,
We are so excited for you to enjoy Volume 109.1. However, we want to caution
you regarding the sensitive nature of some of the subjects covered in this issue,
including references to suicide, sexual assault, and eating disorders. Please
email santaclarareview@gmail.com if you would like further information regarding which works may merit content warnings.

THE SANTA CLARA REVIEW TEAM

ALISON HART
featured poet

Alison Hart identifies as a mixed-race Passamaquoddy, Black, Irish, Scottish and English woman of color. She is the author of a poetry collection,
temp words, and a novel, Mostly White, which was published by Torrey
House Press in 2018 with praise from Isabel Allende and many others.
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ALISON HART
poetry

OTTER
slender sleek
powerful joyful playful
swimming in currents
of universe
joyous for others
won’t attack unless
attacked
enjoying the ride
until undercurrent
pulls her
down
the shell of armadillo
shields her
from this force
holds her as
the stamina of elk
leads her up
to the surface
otter’s head
bursts through
she catches her breath
dragonfly
swirls above her
its elusive wings
challenge her
to see through
illusion
and seek guidance
from unseen
forces
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ALISON HART
she is on land
resting as
mouse with fierce eyes
scours
each moment
unrelenting
so she will not be
left for a fool
she is ready again
this powerful
feminine force
to enjoy the rapid
waters.
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DAVE HOLT
featured poet

Dave Holt, originally from Canada, is a musician and songwriter in addition to being a poet whose book Voyages to Ancestral Islands received an
Artists Embassy International Literary/Cultural Arts Award. He’s featured
in the anthologies, Red Indian Road West: Native American Poetry from
California; Fire and Rain, and Descansos where his poem was nominated
for a Pushcart. Dave Holt is of Anishinaabe Ojibwe descent.
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DAVE HOLT
poetry

BE A WARRIOR ON THE SPIRIT
PLAIN
Be like the fish
that throws itself upstream,
like trout seek their source
against river current,
like the salmon
that climbs a rock ladder,
So too does the Spirit
fight for you from within.
Be like the stone
that hurls from a sling,
Or the arrow
that slices the trepidant air.
Be like the blade
that cuts through to a clearing.
Understand the aspirational
purpose of getting there.
And so like the swift steed,
give yourself to the Rider.
And be like your Master,
never flinch from the fire.
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STEPHEN MEADOWS
featured poet

Stephen Meadows is a Californian of pioneer and Ohlone descent. His first
poetry collection, Releasing the Days, was published by Heyday. His new
collection, Winter Work, will be out soon.
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STEPHEN MEADOWS
poetry

POINT LOBOS
Our silence sings
we are the ones
born on this crescent
of rock and water
born of this light
friends of this sea
beneath these cool
constellations
The wind
in the pine boughs
sings our song
in stillness
we are listening
here beneath the trees
We are native
we were born
to rest among these stones
the roots and tongues
the quiet turned
among these bones
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LUCILLE LANG DAY
featured poet

Lucille Lang Day is the author of eleven poetry collections and chapbooks,
most recently Birds of San Pancho and Other Poems of Place, and a co-editor of Red Indian Road West: Native American Poetry from California
and Fire and Rain: Ecopoetry of California. She is of Wampanoag, British,
and Swiss/German descent.
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LUCILLE LANG DAY
poetry

PANDEMIC BEAUTY
On a spire of purple flowers above
crinkly lancelike leaves,
an anise swallowtail rests,
yellow spots on its wings
glowing like crescent moons.
There are shining blue spots
too, near ocelli on hindwings,
so clear in the photograph
my daughter sent of this butterfly
whose caterpillar and chrysalis
my young grandson tended
in this no-hugs time of fear.
		*
A cinnamon-colored sky so dark
that streetlights come on
and birds stop singing at noon.
Smoke from many fires lets
only yellow, red and orange
light seep through atmosphere
heated by greenhouse gases.
The strange sky is everywhere,
beautiful but toxic, spreading
like blood from a wound.
		*
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LUCILLE LANG DAY
Yellow leaves of a liquidambar
flicker outside my window,
scarlet leaves of the one next to it
doing the same thing. These
tiny fires dancing on branches
are lovely, but the virus
multiplies wildly and people
are dying. We’re all masked
like bandits and somewhere
there’s always a forest burning,
a sky that’s not blue.
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2021 SANTA CLARA REVIEW
FLASH CREATIVE NONFICTION
CONTEST WINNERS
volume 109 / issue 01
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JJ PEÑA
2021 flash creative nonfiction contest winner

JJ Peña (pronouns he/they) is a queer, burrito-blooded writer. JJ’s work
is included in the Best Microfiction 2020 anthology & Wigleaf’s Top 50
(Very) Short Fictions (2020). JJ is a 2021 Periplus Fellow, holds a BA in
both English and Anthropology, and an MFA in Creative Writing from the
University of Texas at El Paso. JJ’s stories have appeared or are forthcoming in Washington Square Review, Cincinnati Review, Massachusetts Review, & elsewhere. JJ serves as a flash fiction reader for Split Lip Magazine.
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JJ PEÑA

nonfiction

YOU LEFT US LIKE WINTER
i. what i wish you learned
when my gay best friend was 14, his father took him to una mujer de la
noche & said, make him a man. when she noticed he was scared, wanting
nothing to do with her, she sat on her bed, spread open her thighs, &
exposed pink jam. then, she said, men can exist outside of here, pero es
más difícil. she left herself bare & fanned herself with the crumpled up 20s
his dad gave her. she let him stay in her room so his father would believe
she showed him why we exist—for fucking. his dad greeted him outside
the room with pride, celebrating, now you’re ready for the world! now
you know how great women can be. my gay best friend told me he wished
his father taught him something more useful, or practical, like how to be
yourself, how to love yourself, how to live with yourself—which is what i
wish you learned. maybe then you wouldn’t have killed yourself, maybe
then you wouldn’t have thought the thudding inside your chest only meant
something if someone else noticed.
ii. sleepwalking river
one winter night, my great-grandmother walked onto railroad tracks &
into an incoming train—there, she scarleted, plopped into pebbles her
children would search for their whole lives. my mother swears it was an
accident. great-grandma lived as a sleep-walking river, & her children
would often bring her home barefoot & breathless. no one talks about
great-grandma’s last night alive because el corazón isn’t ready, my mother
says. it never will be. i wonder how people’s hearts will feel about this day
as i turn on the tv, phone in hand, waiting for news about whether your
suicide attempt succeeded or not. the christmas classic, what a wonderful
life, starts playing on the tv. the movie’s almost ending & by this point in
the film, i’m usually asleep with greyscaled dreams, so the ending seems
fresh: the main character george is on a snowy bridge, hands clasped in
prayer, begging, really begging: please, i want to live again. i want to live.
iii. una piedra en el cielo
my mother believes the universe tells us when bad news is coming. you’ll
feel it, she says, like teeth in your neck. she once couldn’t sleep for three
days before her brother died. her throat twisted, her visioned blurred,
& when she closed her eyes, she saw my uncle as una piedra en el cielo.
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JJ PEÑA
your mind, my mother explained, can’t be a landfill. otherwise, you’ll miss
all the signs. & what were the signs? just five days ago we went out salsa
dancing, & you told me about your trip to thailand in a few months, how you
couldn’t wait to walk & connect with your ancestors. no death threats were
sanded in-between your words. but—like you once told me—how are you
supposed to tell someone you want to die, especially when talking about
death wedges a slice of lemon between your teeth, acidic citrus cutting into
your gums.
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LINDA PETRUCELLI
2021 flash creative nonfiction contest runner-up

Linda Petrucelli (she/her) is a writer obsessed with short form fiction and
creative nonfiction. Her latest essays appear in Sky Island Journal, Pollux,
and Barren. She lives on the Big Island of Hawaii where she writes and
shares a lanai with one husband and ten cats. Her flash essays and stories
are posted at www.lindapetrucelli.com.
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LINDA PETRUCELLI
nonfiction

COUNTDOWN
10. Afterwards, you will ask your friends whether they believed it or not.
Did they take the threat seriously or merely scoff? What did they do with,
presumably, the last ten minutes of their life?
9. The text arrives when you are in the shower. You hear it ping but ignore
it and finish washing your hair. When you pick up your cell phone from
the side of the sink, you have to read the message twice, three times. Your
thoughts teeter, your brain inside your skull tilts. The word that describes
you is incredulous.
		

EMERGENCY ALERT

		
		
		

BALLISTIC MISSILE THREAT INBOUND TO HAWAII.
SEEK IMMEDIATE SHELTER
THIS IS NOT A DRILL

!

8. You shout for your husband. Still in bed, he listens to your shaky, overloud
voice read the text. He rubs his eyes, tells you don’t worry, it must be a joke.
His cell phone chirps on the bedside table. He sits up, puts on his glasses,
and reads aloud the last line with incredulity. THIS IS NOT A DRILL. He
sets down the phone, tells you that some mid-level government worker has
accidentally butt-dialed Armageddon.
7. Afterwards, you will ask your friends if they prayed. You’ll wonder how
they found sanity under imminent nuclear attack. Your thoughts skitter
around your brain, making U-turns, burning rubber. The reliable goodness
of coffee and bagels has been replaced by a crippling uncertainty. The fear
has settled in your knees, stiffened them, so it’s hard to move. You decide
on the guest bathroom. This narrowing of options—it’s windowless, with
access to water—gives you a push. The prayer you muster is a three-word
plea. Please God No! The petition goes to automatic pilot as you race to the
living room, please, please, please, please, no. God!
6. On the living room window ledge, your cats lounge their outstretched
bodies, unaware that the world might be about to end. You disturb their
sunny sanctuary and slide the windows shut. The three leap to the floor,
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LINDA PETRUCELLI
skittering down the hallway. From the backyard, even with the windows
closed, you hear your neighbor’s terrified voice calling for her son, Kalani…
Kalani…
5. While you rush from room to room shutting windows, panic streaks
across the state. On Oahu, drivers abandon their cars on the freeway and
seek shelter under trees. A gas station cashier refuses to open the store
doors to a throng of people pounding on the glass. An internet video shows
in real time a flood of UH students mad dashing out of their dorm rooms,
their mouths distorted with silent screams.
4. You open the door to the guest bathroom. Clothed in t-shirt and boogie
shorts your husband sprawls in the empty bathtub. The cats huddle in the
corner.
This can’t be true, can it? We have just under three minutes.
Have you heard a siren? Why aren’t they broadcasting an alert?
I don’t know. But if it was a mistake, why haven’t we gotten an All Clear on
our phones?
I just think a ballistic missile attack is unlikely.
You don’t think Kim Jong Un is crazy enough to start a nuclear holocaust?
Look, he’s been threatening Hawaii for the last two months.
Point taken. Sometimes, though, our worst fears never materialize. Are
you sure I can’t convince you to go back to the bedroom with me, a cup of
coffee, and a bagel?
Then why are you placating me? Why are you hiding with me and the cats
in the bathroom?
If the apocalypse arrived, where else would I want to be? And well… there’s
a chance you are right.
You both start laughing and can’t stop. You lean over the tub and kiss him,
grasping his shoulders, gripping hard.
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3. Your kiss is interrupted by the naughty orange Tom who slips out the
door. You, foolish you, have left it ajar. By your calculation, you have only
a minute left. Without thinking you bolt after him. You yell, TJ! but the
desperation in your voice freaks him. He escapes under the bed. Your
frantic fingers only drive him further away. You are running out of time.
Your knees are trembling. You retreat to the guest bathroom, without him,
weeping.
2. Afterwards, you will read in the newspaper about the hurried texts to
loved ones, saying goodbye.
1. You remove the towel from your hair and place it rolled across the gap
at the bottom of the door. Your damp hair perfumes the small space with
coconut essence.
You look at your cellphone.
It’s almost time.
Just seconds away.
The end of the world as you know it. Maybe.
0. There’ll be outrage, uneasy jokes, after the governor announces the text
was sent because of human error. Afterwards, you think maybe you’ll write
a story about it.
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MAUREEN SHERBONDY
2021 flash creative nonfiction contest runner-up

Maureen Sherbondy’s latest poetry collection is Dancing with Dali. Her
first young adult novel, Lucky Brilliant, was published last year. Her work
has appeared in Southeast Review, Stone Canoe, Calyx, and other journals. Maureen lives in Durham, North Carolina. Her website is www.maureensherbondy.com.
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MAUREEN SHERBONDY
nonfiction

THE DROWNING
For weeks your two older brothers taunt, “They’re going to drown
you soon.” Every morning, your five-year-old self wonders if this will be
the day. You eye your mother suspiciously over spoonfuls of Cheerios.
The day arrives. You know this is it because your parents load you
and your brothers into the woodie station wagon, then drive you to an
unfamiliar building. At the end of a hallway, a door opens to a pool—an
indoor pool. This is not like the outdoor community pool where you took
swim lessons last summer. There are no lifeguards or diving boards. Your
father and brothers have vanished to another room.
Two pre-teen girls are already in the small, rectangular pool. You
hear Hebrew prayers, then the girls vanish beneath the water. Turning
away, you head out the door and plant yourself on a stone bench.
Your mother finds you and says, “Maureen, you’ll just go in the
pool and go under the water. Someone will say a prayer.”
Born stubborn, you fold your arms and shake your head.
But sitting there on the bench, your brown eyes search your
mother’s eyes for lies.
“No,” you say, wiggling, trying to make your body merge with the
bench.
“It will be over quickly.” She takes your hand.
Descended from survivors, you pull away. Refuse to budge from
your fixed spot. You want to live.
On the bema eight years later, the day of your Bat-Mitzvah, your
mother whispers in your ear, “Don’t tell the Rabbi you’re not really Jewish.”
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THIS MUST HAVE BEEN A
WONDERFUL PLACE
MELISSA ARENDT
gouche and pencil on wood panel
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THIS MUST HAVE BEEN A
WONDERFUL PLACE
MELISSA ARENDT
gouche and pencil on wood panel
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JOHN SIBLEY WILLIAMS
poetry

TO HOLD UP THE SKY
Hand-me-down
sneakers hang
bodiless
from threads
lighting this little city
country. Connecting
/dividing us, depending
on politics skin, a skin’s rewritten
history. My
dead white brother
for example
& everything he killed
to stay
so lit,
so terribly in love with a flag sky that refuses
its own stars. This
autopsied sidewalk. This
chalkless outline. For example, a cart detonating
erupting in fruit
or flowers, depending
on what’s been grown sold.
Like a bullet song,
sirens
bluely ignite
an already unholy blue
morning.
Air continues to
(dis)place
then (re)fill
behind us.
Stars scatter.
As always, stars
scatter at the first sign of
light. & yes
we move like that.
Like this.
Holding
this sky grief
up to its mirror.
(Re)writing
the blue, red. Red, as an uneaten
apple. The skin that falls
from a peeled apple.
All around us warm shells
without an echo
of sea.
Of street.
Of home. My brother,
I’m sorry
tattooed all down his my chest.
& his dead, still justified.
& the sneakers
that just keep hanging there, overhead, swaying
bodiless.
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MATT VEKAKIS
poetry

HANGMAN’S ISLAND:
NEWBERRY, FLORIDA
for the Newberry Six
Men staple asphalt skins
to new construction—low
200’s—best view of
Hangman’s Island: just one
small blue placard under
a balding oak. August
1916—the day
seethes. Each of her limbs an
executioner; false
nets of safety in the
Spanish moss. She recoils
from our cruelty—six Black
bodies slack beneath her
boughs. Lore claiming she died,
too. Exhumed by her own
roots and replaced with a
Florida elm tasked to
grow in barren topsoil.
Those bodies still hang from
phantom limbs, in Newberry
and Newtown: trespasses
in Edenic gardens.
We’ll ask about our fall.
Listen. She is speaking.
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HAYLEY BOWEN
poetry

STOP THAT. DYING
is not beautiful
and it’s the least interesting
thing about you. Stop asking
for sympathy then confusing
pity with positive attention. Dying
is not wilting ocotillo and bruises
blooming on some horizon, a desert
sunset you can’t stop reliving. Your heart
is broken and it is not romantic,
it’s the reality of your valves regurgitating
your blood vessels bulging just biding
time to burst. You get 25 years left, tops
and you try to twist it and tell them
it can be something soft. You feel it
already don’t you. The pressure
and the clots, the bubbling
in the base of your lungs, the last song
you’ll sing before drowning
in your own mutinous blood
it has already begun.
You feel it—the weight
on your chest already.
The getting harder to breathe
already. You thought it would
be slower than this, but isn’t this
what you’ve wanted all along? So
stop talking about it.
Let it stay tucked away
in HIPAA protected places. Whisper
symptoms like secrets only to your keepers:
cardiologists, rheumatologists, surgeons,
and lovers. Lovers, after all, don’t have a choice.
Accept this thorn you have grown yourself
and know it won’t be sheared. Know
you are not perennial.
This is your nature poem:
to die, and to do it quietly.
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SPLIT
ETHAN COHEN
photograph 35mm film
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SOLUTION
ETHAN COHEN
photograph 35mm film
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poetry

DANCER
Self-destruction of this vessel
through pure, undiminished passion.
I almost forgot how good it felt,
neutrons and electrons spinning recklessly away,
leaving my protons bare
as I unravel into vibrations.
I’ve been throttling these hours,
stripping my days of their power,
grinding the years down to one
desperate, overwhelming instant:
machine gun heart,
dry desert breath,
turbulence mind,
implosion soul.
Amerigo Vespucci was a coward.
He knew the world was round.
No intrepid explorer navigates
a pathetic survival instinct.
I have faith I will die.
I know I will die.
I will die.
I am the neutron who leaves the proton,
whirling away with the electron,
dancing rhythmically into infinity.
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LOVE AS SALT
My heart is swollen
a fig
ten times its size
and heavier,
umeboshi rich
and swimming
in flavor
small aches,
the twinges, the
sometimes
desert-walking,
watered down blood
no
			
oasis,
no
		water
			
(in sight)
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fiction

WHAT FRANCIS SAW
Francis looked into the marbled dove grey of the sink and let his
eyes rest on the yolky tobacco stains he had left, just beginning to realize
the power in their minuteness. Alice had let those stains get comfortable,
treating them as guests of her husband while they shined under the drop
lights of the vanity. She cleaned around them with care, her elbow a ninety-degree angle as she meticulously scrubbed the basin. Often, she would
mist up when she looked at the sink, but a quick twist of the shower knob
would envelop her in steam enough to compensate for this momentary slip.
When she did this, Francis would apologetically gesture a goodbye, and
slip unnoticed out of the master bath. There was no use trying to comfort
a woman whose sanity rested on preserving a stain; a wife who must have
thought Francis himself a stain, and who could not be rescued from her
own hysteria. These were the things he thought about as he saw Alice close
the door to the master bath, sliding silently down the tile as the shower
ran.
He looked out from the second floor to the kitchen, and wondered
if the girls knew how their mother was struggling. On top of his concern for
his wife, he knew that her behavior had an effect on his girls. His daughters, the imprints he left in the world, were just as delicate as the yellowed
spittle, but nothing could preserve them. The world, he knew, was not a
sink. They would break wrists riding bikes over rocky embankments, twist
ankles tripping on woodpiles, scratch up their arms hiding in briar. He
saw all of this, and could imagine himself catching them just before it happened, but the premonition slipped from his mind as he gripped the railing. He had been shown what suffering would look like for his children by
the universe; there was to be no denying it, these things were ordained,
divine. Knowing this, he made it his mission to accompany the girls as far
as he could, and try to teach them how to take care of themselves. The futility of this mission, the great anxiety of any parent, did not escape him.
Marie, the youngest, was better off for her lack of years. She had an
integrity that clung close to her, a dirty security blanket. For this, Francis
was thankful. She was a keen observer, a watcher, cautious. And so, Marie
would grow up naive to the majority of the world’s danger, shying away
from the unfamiliar. Eventually, he knew, this would make her angry, and
she would carry a sense of injustice due to the world’s inability to
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deliver the innocuousness it promised. She would process those feelings
somewhere in her late twenties, forgive herself, make peace with the unreliability of life, and settle into a quiet success—repeating the process her
parents began by building a family. Francis saw all of this in Marie as he
watched her sleep soundly, late at night when the world was the most unreliable. She was the meek, and would thus inherit. In fact, she would do
well enough on her own that Francis would not need to intervene—only
support, quietly, and from a respectful distance.
The problem, Francis knew, would lie with Caroline. Caroline was
a fire that refused to be extinguished. It was Caroline who, at age eight,
shocked her father by asking if she could use the dictionary to learn what
curse words meant. Where had she even heard “fuck” at that age? And why
was he so irrationally angry that she had? Caroline. Caroline, Caroline,
Caroline. She was terribly clever and sought attention over all else, which
Francis knew meant she wouldn’t be popular at all with the sort of people
that could rein in her intensity. It was for this reason that Francis knew it
would fall to him to keep a sharp eye on her acidity. So, he started immediately. He knew that she would sit at her nightlight reading long after her
mother had cajoled her into her room for the evening, and Francis would
sit vigil at the foot of her bed, trying to convince his eldest to behave.
He sighed, “I’ve told you a thousand times, and I know your mother
has, too. You’re going to hurt your eyes smashing yourself up under that
nightlight, little girl. There’s a reason we want you in bed by ten. You’re a
terror to wake, you know that? You’re still going to have to get up at seven
for Mass, and don’t you think for a second you’ll be in bed a minute after.”
She peered over her shoulder, looking past him into the dark bedroom, but
returned to her reading, unmoved. The same passivity came when he tried
to wake her in the morning, and again the following evening.
The one thing he knew, without question, was his daughter had
once revered him with a steadfastness rivaling her impunity. Caroline was
a challenge, and had the stubbornness of a mule, a stubbornness that she
no doubt inherited from her father. Yet, he was the one who could reason
with her. When she was very young, somewhere between looking at grasshoppers and looking up cusses, she would sit still on a rocking horse her
father carved out of elm, and read to him from whatever she had picked up
at the moment. Mostly, it was terrible young-adult fiction relying heavily
on repetition and bodily humor. He didn’t agree with it, but at least it kept
her reading. They could spend entire afternoons without direct conversation, the only exchanges being her recitations and his chuckling. She had
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stated in her matter-of-fact voice one day:
“Did you know they don’t have recess for animals?” Her eyes drifting from Captain Underpants down to the rocking horse.
“What?” He turned to face his daughter, more than a little concerned for what would come next.
“Recess. For. Animals. We were at the zoo and they said they stay
in cages all day!” She sat up straighter, and added “and they make them eat
broccoli.”
Francis debated which point to concede to his daughter. “That’s
tough, about the recess,” he paused “but I bet they enjoy the broccoli.”
“Impossible!” His daughter shook her head, aghast, and went back to the
book.
These subjects that suited a child, her books, were worlds away
from his work in the financial sector—but somehow her tone was the same
as a CEO. She was a child in size but an adult in sensibility. He didn’t have
to say much to keep her interested, and she didn’t have to do much to please
him endlessly.
But that evening, under the nightlight, Caroline said nothing, even
as her father grew short-tempered and his voice strained. She kept her back
to him, slowly turning pages under the incandescence. The deliberation in
her movements, the hunched shoulders, told him she was somewhere else,
the fire in her still burning, refusing to yield to the dark.
*
Things change so rapidly with little girls. When they were young,
Caroline grew like a weed in all directions and Marie remained oddly cherubic. Every day they looked just a little bit different, and Francis would
joke that Alice was playing a practical joke, switching children out as he
slept. The girls’ relationship to one another shifted as well; they had stints
as confidants, as bitter enemies, and occasionally as partners in crime.
Even as a brother to seven sisters himself, Francis did not understand how
quickly the two could oscillate from one role to another. Francis was somehow always caught off guard by his daughters, and always struggling to
keep up with who they were becoming. It was as if he had an extra fulltime job, tracking their growth and development almost clinically in order
to know how best to handle each. He remembered the Bambi incident vividly.
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He had fixed breakfast, fried eggs and crispy bacon, to soften the
blow of an early morning. At the stove, he cursed a bit too loudly as he
burned his wrist with grease, and as he turned to the faucet to ease the
sting, he heard quick footsteps.
“Dad,” Marie whispered, peeking her head into the kitchen, “Caroline’s crying about the deer again.” Marie reached her hand out to him, and
he took it as she toddled over, leading him from his bacon and eggs into the
foyer, where the glass of the front window was fogged with the imprint of a
nose. He could hear quiet sniffling.
There was Caroline, collapsed on the other side of the entry way,
tears streaming. Marie dropped her father’s hand and went to Caroline,
patting her back.
“It’s okay. There’s always a friend in the forest.” She tapped on Caroline’s shoulder like her mother would, and Francis surveyed the scene. It
was morning, but not quite light out, and somehow both girls were awake.
Mornings typically started later and required many, many wake up visits
from Alice and Francis. Yet there they were, awake in the predawn, carrying on about a cartoon. In footie pajamas, his eldest laid against her little
sister, shuddering.
“It’s—not” she hiccupped, “it’s—it’s not fair!” Caroline looked at her
father and cried harder. He knew it was bigger than the deer, but he didn’t
have the words. Things tended to ebb and flow faster than he could respond to them. Sometimes, he didn’t understand the girls at all.
Francis recalled a distinct period lasting three weeks where both
Marie and Caroline slept in their parents’ bed every night. The two daughters would curl up on either side of their mother in silence, and the three
of them would edge Francis out, to the point that he stopped coming upstairs and instead slept on a couch in the living room. Marie was seven,
and would sleep soundly against the wall. Caroline was nine, and would
lie with her back to her mother and sister, facing the door, often with her
eyes open, awake until the early daylight hours. When Francis awoke in
the morning, the girls would be home from school, parked in front of the
television, and Alice would move slowly around the house, picking things
up and moving them around laboriously, until retiring back into her bedroom early in the evening. It was maddening. Nothing was getting done,
the house was mostly in shambles, and the women seemed oblivious to the
fact that they were living in suspended animation. It continued dragging
on like this until one morning Francis awoke to his sister Eileen sitting at
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the kitchen table, pleading with Alice to send the girls with her for a weekend, and take time to get herself back into a routine.
Eileen was clearing the kitchen table matter of factly, sweeping old
periodicals and coupons into the trash can. Francis had no idea what Eileen was doing there, but he was more than thankful to have someone else
intervening for his wife, who had of course been unresponsive to his questions.
“It can be so hard to keep up with. I know. It always is.” She gave a
once over to the floor, noticing the crumbs. “Let the girls stay by me, just
while you catch up.”
Francis sighed and leaned against the cabinets, waiting for his wife
to respond. When she didn’t, he tried to interject. “What’s the harm in one
weekend?”
Alice was unmoved. She sat at the kitchen table, her gaze fixed in
the distance. She didn’t seem to notice Eileen’s expectant gaze upon her.
“Well, I’ll take that as a yes. We’ll be at the house; it will be good
for them to be with their cousins. Give you a little peace.” Eileen gave the
kitchen one more weary look, gathered up the girls, and headed out.
“She means well,” Francis told his wife, still leaning against the
cabinets. “The girls could use the structure, and I know you hate disorder.
We can make a plan, do one thing at a time.”
She didn’t seem to notice. Alice stayed at the table, unspeaking,
eyes vacant, for the rest of the evening.
The girls stayed with Eileen almost a month, and Alice slowly got
her stamina back. It didn’t really make a difference, though; she lapsed
back into her cycle upon the girls return to their home. Things passed that
way, glacially, and Francis knew this was one part of their lives he could not
intervene in. Later that year, Caroline began sleeping in her own bed again,
while Alice and Marie stayed in the master bedroom. Caroline was less and
less herself; answering in monosyllables, she was more likely found lying
on a couch than fighting her mother. Francis never caught her reading, by
nightlight or otherwise. He knew his eldest, saw the light fading from her
once wild eyes, and saw her receding into herself; perhaps most tragically,
though, was Francis’ knowledge that this was a beginning. It was, unfortunately, all a part of the fate that Caroline had been assigned. While Alice
and Marie would grow closer, grow stronger, Caroline would fall victim to
her own complacency. These, he knew, would be her most lonely days; they
would set the stage for the most dangerous times ahead,
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and the best he could do was try to reason with her.
*
Francis sat next to Caroline in the back of a prowler and let hot
tears stream down his front as his daughter fixed her eyes on the windows,
stony and unmoved. She had fallen in with the fast crowd, and was paying
the price weekend after weekend, no matter how he railed at her as she
returned at midnight, then two, then six if at all. On this night, under the
blue and red lights that permeated her surroundings, she was silhouetted
in the same manner she had been around the nightlight, haloed even. She
sat in the car, still stoic, but for the first time in seven years, addressed her
father.
“I bet you think I’m a real shit for all of this. Listen, I know how
bad I look right now, and I’m sorry. I can’t undo anything, but I can say I
never wanted to disappoint you, dad. Anyways it’s not as if you’re here to
do something about it.”
She took a heavy, staggered breath, choking on the same tears that
her father shed invisibly. “Everything fell apart after you died. You and I
both know that, and it’s not as if me staying in that house every night with
those people is going to make me better. I have to be strong for myself. No
one is looking out for me, nobody at home wants me to succeed, and I think
it’s going to be that way as long as I keep passing my classes and working.
Bare minimum shit, that’s what they want from me. All I am is a placeholder. I remind them too much of you, and I never asked for that.”
She heaved, startling her father with her emotion. “I never thought
I could feel so much at once. I sit at home and feel you everywhere and
nowhere, all the time. You left us all and I’m trying to clean it up and it just
isn’t working. I miss you, and I hate you for leaving me.” She sighed, and
looked out towards the fluorescence. “And then when I hate you, I hate me.”
Francis absorbed it all, knowing that it wouldn’t be enough. This
was the pain in the back of his throat, the sickness in his stomach when he
had first learned he was not well, coming to fruition. Grief was a size all of
its own, and he knew it filled the car his daughter was in, the home he had
passed away in, and everywhere in between.
At that instant, an officer opened the door to Caroline’s right, and
bent down to speak to the young criminal.
“Caroline Ash, I am sick of seeing your face in the back of my squad
car, you read me? These guys are no good for you. Clean yourself up, if I
catch you in another car with one fart’s worth of marijuana in it, you’re
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done for. Stop pissing away your future.” He stopped, took a quick breath
in, and softened his tone with Caroline.
“I don’t know why you have to put your mother through this. You
would think she’s been through enough, having to deal with you and your
sister on her own. She’s not doing so hot, you know? I’m going to write you
a warning, and then I am driving your sorry self home and you’re going to
apologize for being such a headache. Now you just keep quiet.”
“Thanks, Paul. I appreciate it.” Caroline’s voice softened.
“Stop calling me Paul! When I’m out here and you’re in there it’s
Officer Green, you read? I didn’t get this job being soft, and I’m not going
to keep it if I keep covering for you, and I don’t care how inconvenient that
is, miss.”
He slammed the door, and Caroline shut her eyes, wet with embarrassment and embedded with a million tiny striations of guilt and remorse, letting her back ease into the hard plastic of the seat. Francis sat
there, silently, and wondered just who his daughter was. Was she the person who he shielded his eyes from as she shared lit cigarettes with the
shaking fingers of stubble-faced boys, cussed with abandon, and crept into
closed swimming pools? Or was she somehow less than that… Was the
abandon in her eyes the symptom of something lost and dangerous, and
entirely irretrievable? He grew angry, and for the first time thought about
all the terrible ways his daughter let him down. The smoking, the disrespect, the lack of motivation. If he was there, well, if—that’s a loaded word.
“If” was the difference between a father daughter dance and a candle lit on
Sundays. “If” was all he had, and it dawned on him that “if” is not a scale
adequate to measure the worth of his daughter. He settled himself on it.
Caroline, still lost, remained next to him. He placed a trembling,
transparent hand over Caroline’s shoulder, but thought better of touching
her. He knew, always knew that it was his death that would shake her deepest. It was going to be painful, and he knew his trace would loom largest
over her, especially while she was young. She had become more reserved,
but at the cost of her once great love for people, for knowledge, for her
family. And in a way, Francis was gratified by her crying out in that cop
car, because he knew this was the beginning of her upswing. She got lucky
again, like she always did. The world would batter, bruise, and sometimes
beat his daughter, but she kept on.
On the way home, Caroline leaned listlessly against the seat and
faced the father she could not see. Francis looked at his daughter harder
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than he had in years. He noticed in her frame a sort of collapse, shoulders
set inwards, as if to protect her from the elements. Even on a clear night,
she held herself like a bomb. Crisscrossed by the shadows of the wire mesh
separating her from Paul, her face drew his attention. In her face he saw
the grey eyes grown tired, edged in crow’s feet suited to a woman twice
her age, giving form to the stress of being so young. There is nothing to
be gained without a loss, and although she was without a true youth, his
daughter had learned lessons she would not have in a household where
“dad” was someone to roll her eyes at. The bags under her eyes, from so
many fights and losses, were undeniable. These scars, these imperfections,
would serve as a medal of honor, strength irreplaceable. When Paul opened
Caroline’s door, Francis followed, hoping her mother would see the same.
*
Francis liked sitting in the rear when Caroline drove. He couldn’t
help but feel that, at any moment, he wouldn’t be the only departed soul
in the car. He could hear his daughter’s voice, just like she was still sitting
on the rocking horse. Caroline sang quietly, and never at stoplights where
passing cars could see her; in her voice he detected the same evenness that
once pervaded the basement workshop. He shut his eyes, and was glad the
speed limit was well under fifty.
In the weeks since she had been driven home, something in Caroline centered itself. She was home more; Francis was not as compelled to
shadow her. This day would be one of their last together. As she pulled into
the forty-seventh row of the cemetery, she sat as the engine cooled, wiping swollen eyes, bracing herself for the long walk ahead. As she shut the
door, fumbling to lock it while maintaining a hold on the pictures in hand,
Francis watched his daughter shrink into the distance. She was walking to
his grave for the first time, almost eight years after his life had ceased. He
would wait in the car.
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CASSADY O’REILLY-HAHN
poetry

A MUSSEL SECRETES PEARLS
Just so, your eyes
drip ocean into orbs.
These I have strung
across your neck
where the shore recedes
on to your cheek. I am sorry
to have, in this way,
made jewelry out of you
again.
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THE AMERICAN KESTRAL
For my grandfather
This mourning’s mooring lifted at the killy-killy killing
cry of kestrels as one swooped with pigeon dangling from its assassin’s
crooked beak, then basked in wing-wrapped rapture, with its winning,
alert raptor, as I flipped through your Field Guide to North American
Birds in frantic search for falcons, past Mère merlin,
past Père peregrine, till my eyes alighted on the perching
American kestrel, its sketched squat stuck like scabbed skin
between sticky pages (Were you drinking—scotch, gin, medicine?).
Amidst vitamin vade mecums, computer primers, Bibles, all
dumped in a bin as we cleaned out your house, I chanced
on this volume, tucked it under my wing as my lucky inheritance.
This is how I prefer to picture you—curious in your garden, enthralled
by watching. I pry the pages of my prize apart and glance
as the kestrel calls fall off, an ecstatic Spotted! in your scrawl.
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WALHALLA DRIVE
Walhalla Drive is a short, wooded
Lane in the center of the city,
Skyscrapers and airliners hovering above
The tree line, a modest but astonishing
Wilderness ringed with the teeth
Of driveways, decks, and barbeques.
The deer appear stranded here,
Cut off from the Olentangy River,
Their small, cloistered world caught
Between Weber Road on the right,
Tidy, wealthy cul-de-sacs on the left,
A six-lane freeway to the east,
And High Street to the west—
Buses, taco trucks, co-op galleries
And vintage clothing and record shops.
The does and fawns are rarely wary,
Immune to gawkers such as us –
The buck pointedly indifferent.
They seem remarkably content,
But we wondered if they wandered,
Surreptitiously, onto manicured lawns
At night, stealing tender grasses,
Ambling awkwardly on sidewalks.
And where do the does give birth
In this narrow space, and when
They die, where do their bones lie?
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HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS
SHINGO SHAUN YAMAZAKI
oil and acrylic on canvas
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REMEMBER TO FORGET
SHINGO SHAUN YAMAZAKI
oil and acrylic on canvas
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MADARI PENDÁS

nonfiction

FAMILY SKETCH
Mami charges into the room to find me, slamming the door against the
wall, something I imagine my spine might do if she flings me against the
floor. Her eyes search, where is the girl that beat on her baby brother?
Finally she finds me and rushes me. All the light leaves my sight. Her hand
grips my greña, the short, thin, wispy hairs of my skull, and she drags me
out. I will remember thinking I deserved this beating.
Junior is curled over on the plastic-wrapped sofa, his knees pressed into
his chest. I didn’t hit him that hard. I didn’t. I know I didn’t. His face is
red with his small mouth letting out Os of pain, like when he blows soap
bubbles in the bath. He’s snailed tightly, so small. His sneakers are on the
couch cushion, I see the crumbs of dirt settling in the crevices. Why isn’t
he in trouble for this?
Abuela stirs the oxtail soup with her thick, dimpled arms, reciting some
island prayer to some island god. In indigo culottes I study the spidering
green, purple, and blue veins on her calves. They remind me of the meridians on a map. I love how plump and fat she is, like a green olive. I especially
love the pudge of her underarms, like kneaded dough, sometimes I try to
hang from those skin curtains. When she notices me, she swats me off
with the wooden spoon. It has three slits in the center, allowing it to travel
through the air quickly.
Abuelo is on the patio, smoking. He is always in the process of quitting.
I love him the most because he’s the only one that dresses up every day,
whether he’s going out or not. A button-down gingham-pattern polo with
the pressed collar and navy slacks. Always shoes, never chancletas or slippers or circulation-socks. The cigarette smoke matches his salt-and-pepper thinning hair, coiffed back with so much gel it cracks and leaves flakes
on all his pillows. Go inside with the women, he says, blowing the smoke
out the side of his lip.
Papi sleeps. He’s tired from a long-shift of driving buses. We are to be as
quiet as possible. Any laughter or holler is met with a snarl from my mother, and the threat of being put outside, like a dog. I sneak in and see he’s
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shirtless, his gut hiding his face. I turn away, nakedness is bad. I know this
now. My brother and I are no longer allowed to take baths together, and
our rooms have been switched. I know to always look away, but there is not
another room in which to rest. Everywhere I go I am reminded that I’m bad
and that I deserved that beating.
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poetry

I’M NOT THE BRANCH
I hold up a hand as if to wave
Middle and ring fingers arrowed down rocking
horns with the thumb sticking out
What remains is supposed to be the sign for love
My thumb index and pinky touch yours
Fingers air kissing in signage Hello I love you
But you and I are different signs black birds circling
Lock thumbs and wave your hands
we’re wings in flight skydiving disquiet
Two raven hearts pecking at goodbye
Make a claw shape with two fingers and thumb
with each hand beside your face
Tell A Tale birds rage beak-necking
My chest rising and falling in hurried speech
I’m running out of breath Say love make the sign
Hello can you hear me the way I can’t hear you
The way I feel you inside me
inside rooms filled with our belonging
Sign love Three fingers waving like a banner
A branch holding up vestiges of I’m here
Lifelines hidden under two middle fingers
Palmistry laying claim This is me Is there a line
leading back to you Hold that branch aloft
Middle and ring fingers arrowed down rocking
horns with the thumb sticking out sign love
We’re emotional caricatures
Which of us became the storm our wings soared
tearing an expose of rains past
I can’t hear the words tumbling from your mouth
Nothing last Everything gets windswept away
I’m not the branch bending with the wind
My arm’s heavy Can I put it down
That symbol of surrender
vomiting up a still beating muscle
When I refuse to even sign love anymore
Take your palm and lay it on my chest
You were there for every heartbeat
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MARCH 4, 1977
O dată mori,* said my mother
when she refused to leave
the apartment during my first
earthquake. Paza bună trece
primejdia rea,** my father replied.
I was four. I don’t really know
how their dialogue went,
but I like to imagine it was kind—
a proverb-laden conversation.
I remember my father running
down the stairs with me
in his arms. I wasn’t scared
of the earthquake, though I was
of my mother’s angry shouts.
Much later, I learned she
had been furious that my father
left her behind. Of the two
of us, he had chosen me to save.
I also remember the rain. How
my father asked me to wait
with a neighbor and went back
to get my raincoat and boots.
How he returned with my mom,
who was crying. How I was happy
because I got to splash in puddles
in my duckling-yellow boots.

*O dată mori. = You only die once.
**Paza bună trece primejdia rea. = Better safe than sorry.
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poetry

PROMPTS FOR MY NEXT POEM
1) Write a poem about how you would love to write a poem, but you
can’t help but waste your time thinking about ripping off your
8th-grade flowery purple stripy wallpaper. Maybe you’d replace it
with yellow. It’d be cool to be in the middle of a short story that
will forever change the face of feminism. Maybe if you had a face
to change, you’d stop picking at yours.
2) Write a poem about how you were just distracted by the stiffness
of the calluses on your feet. It reminds you of when you used to
screw the balls of your feet into the carpet until your feet were
nice and crunchy and the indent on the carpet looked like it tasted
so good.
3) Write a poem about how staring at this computer screen gives you
a migraine, but you’ve had writer’s block for far too long to risk
getting inspiration from the gel inside the Advil capsules and
writing about how it’s “richer than the sky.”
4) Write a poem about how the sweatshirt you are wearing is the
only one you didn’t donate when you turned 18 and decided that clothes
were a social construct, and that you’d rather be Eve
before God shattered her shell and all that was left of it were
fingernails.
5) Write a poem about how you haven’t had long nails in over two
weeks. You still have hot pink streaks of Kiss Beauty Nail Glue on
your left ring finger to remind you of when you were married to
adulthood.
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6) Write a poem about how you smudge pink lip liner under your
waterline every day around 2 pm to bring out the green in your
eyes. Your mom hates it because she thinks it makes you look
sick. At 14 you would’ve taken that as a compliment and then
flushed your vocal chords down the toilet because that meant that
you didn’t look sick all this time despite having snot dripping
from the cracks in the corners of your lips.
7) Write a poem about how your messy room makes the air in your chest
compress into the shape of microphone feedback. You’d let
it out through your mouth, but your lips are still tender.
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poetry

HEART.
They dumped my organs
and sold the urn. It sits
in DC, surrounded by
those who stare, crowds
of gathered teeth, a circle
w/in a square, who speak
not of me, apple mint and
garden thyme, but of gold
and lazuli w/out a
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poetry

HOW THE PROFESSOR TAUGHT
CREATIVE WRITING
The professor asked so many questions that the students
complained to administrators that they had no guidance,
had to think too much on their own. He gave them no grade
for their dialog they said, and would sometimes cut his own
class, where alone, at home, his eyes no longer the crystal
lakes that had lapped the edge of childhood dreams, he
smoked in bed and drank on his feet, following the stars
with one finger, wondering if words could steer them.
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BUILDING IN THE AFTERNOON
JUNGHWA YOO
watercolor
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poetry

A LADY IS
After Jamaica Kincaid
All the bed’s must be made; tuck in the edges of the sheets so there are
no creases in your work; fold the comforters with your knees; re-make
your brother’s bed after his noon nap; replace stained sheets quietly;
ladies never embarrass others; shake cream into butter; remove high-hung
spiderwebs; clean ash out of the woodstove; boil vinegar to clear the seared
gristle from the cast iron skillet; make bone broth; bat the rugs with the
mattenklopper; spray your father’s work boots and wash his socks gently;
place them in a book so there are no creases in your work; empty the
ashtrays; stand on the ladder and scrub the cloud of grey that the smoke
has stained on the stucco roof; rise early to pick up all the fallen avocados;
get to them before the field mice and iguanas; run outside when you hear
the heartbeat of a fallen fruit on the roof; a lady never lets anything go to
waste; wash your face; wash your teeth; wash your bits; don’t walk around
barefoot; all diseases enter the body through the sole of the foot; make
sure to never wear shorts when your father’s friends come over; never
wear shorts when your uncles come over; never leave the house without
a jacket around your waist; always sit with your legs crossed; ladies don’t
give free shows; there’s nothing but wickedness in a woman’s heart; never
wear a tank top that pulls the eye downward; always wear a bra; use all the
buttons on a blouse; vacuum under the sofa, near the floorboard, around
the bureau, and behind the shelves; a lady keeps a tidy home; don’t take
the biggest piece of chicken or pork or oxtail; serve others first; plate the
protein first then the sides; never complain; never scowl; you’ll get creases
near your eyes; stay inside or you’ll get too dark; those scars on your knees
show bad character; take the polos and khakis from the clothesline in;
don’t stop to smell the outside on them; this is how you set a table; this is
how you smile when someone corrects you; this is how you smile when a
man says something you don’t like; this is how you smile when you want to
cry; soak the lentils the night before; thaw the chicken before I get home;
broom whenever you’re not busy; a lady is always useful; sit by the table
and check your brother’s homework; correct all wrong answers; don’t let
me get calls at school about you; iron your pleats; straighten your collar;
pull down the skirt that insists on rising; feel shame for the way your body
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is changing; these changes don’t make you special; don’t respond to men;
if someone touches you don’t make a scene; never raise your voice; the men
of the house must never know when you are menstruating; wrap your pads
in a thick wad of toilet paper; clean the toilet bowl of any of your blood;
throw out the packets in the outside bin; not inside; never wear white when
on your period; or go swimming; or sit on the sofa; or walk near black cats;
wash double when on your wound; always give another woman a pad, even
if you detest her; work so that you’re too tired to do anything else at night;
never believe a man when he says he loves you the first time; don’t give it
up too easily; if you’re not a virgin on your wedding night you’ve failed your
mother; don’t have too much fun or you’ll be loose; lose the baby weight
as quickly as possible; ask the doctor for the “husband’s stitch;” nurse
your children from your breast otherwise they’ll be ungrateful; hit them
but never on the face or head; don’t let children sleepover other people’s
houses—you’ll understand why; turn towards his breath at night; a good
wife says yes even when tired; sleep on satin pillowcases; cotton or wool or
chenille will leave creases on your face; a lady is never an unpleasant thing.
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poetry

CHOPSTICK COMMANDMENTS:
AN OTHER COVENANT
1. Avoid one chopstick longer than the other in a pair
That would recall what a coffin is made of
2. When you make noises with them in your mouth
You betray your true self as a rude and rough pariah
3. Don’t plant them in the middle of a bowl of rice
Or dish, like a scent burning for the dead
4. If you drop one or both of them on the ground, you
Will wake up and provoke your ancient ancestors
5. Never use them to poke around in a dish
In the way a tomb raider works hard in dark
6. If you use them to beat containers like a drum player
You are fated to live a low and poor beggar’s life
7. Put them strictly parallel to each other, or you
Would have yourself crossed out as a deplorable error
8. Never point them towards any one if you
Do not really mean to swear at a fellow diner
9. Make sure not to pierce any food with them while eating
When you do not mean to raise your mid-finger to all around you
10. To use them in the wrong way is
To make yourself looked down upon by others
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poetry

I/我 AS A HUMAN/人: A
BILINGUACULTURAL POEM
1/ Denotations of I vs 我
The first person singular pronoun, or this very
Writing subject in English is I, an only-letter
Word, standing upright like a pole, always
Capitalized, but in Chinese, it is written with
Seven lucky strokes as 我, with at least 108
Variations, all of which can be the object case
At the same time.
		
Originally, it’s formed from
The character 找, meaning ‘pursuing’, with one
Stroke added on the top, which could stand for
Anything you would like to have, such as money,
Power, fame, sex, food, or nothing if you prove
Yourself to be a Buddhist practitioner inside out
2/ Connotations of Human & 人
Since I am a direct descendant of Homo Erectus, rather
than kneel down, let me stand straight as a human/人,
When two humans walk side by side, why to coerce
One into obeying the other as if fated to follow/从?
Since three humans can live together, do we really need
A boss, a ruler, or a tyrant on top of us all as a group/众?
Given all the freedom I was born with, why, just
Why cage me within walls like a prisoner/囚?
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poetry

PATIENCE
I am a
West Indian woman.
So, I fit into many
categories,
none of them, neatly.
Except one:
Other.
I am a
West Indian woman,
which is to say
I am of mixed race.
My ethnicity
spans continents
and across seas,
a result of
generations of
transmigration.
Not white,
not black,
not red
not brown but
all of those.
I came from drums
with voices that floated through
Port of Spain,
on a breath blown along
the surface of the sea
from a town with the same name
as the local mad house.
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I’m not “playing white”
or claiming to be
a member of an oppressed
group I don’t belong to.
I came from rape,
too many times to number.
I came from injustice.
I came from tamarind,
soursop, and ripe mango.
I came from rum and jungle
to “What are you?
Chinese?” and
“Why don’t you go back
to where you came from?”
with a face from too many places.
I wasn’t welcome
into a gathering of the
Third World Alliance
though I am an immigrant
from the Third World.
Should I show you
my papers?
I came from
fertile ground,
transplanted into earth
saturated with Roundup,
then commanded to
make something of myself:
“Grow!”
they shouted.
Shut up.
Smile.
Accommodate.
Assimilate.
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So many expectations to live up to
with skin too light and
a culture too dark to be
fully included anywhere.
With ancestry spread
across nations, bloodlines
drawn across the globe
thin like patience.
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poetry

VENUS FLYTRAP
I am the rotting fruit
I taste like stale sun and
Out from under my skirt comes gravity
And weighs you down like a tender meat
Sinewy heart unfurled like a rose
With brown edges and a jarring pink center
Dream if you may of the starless night
When you were taken—
I dare not to dream, being at fault
For ripping you from the fabric of time
And tying you in my hair like ribbons
Made of veins.
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ADVANTAGE FIRE TORNADO
BRITTANY FANNING
acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
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ORANGE WINE AND VOLCANO
BRITTANY FANNING
acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
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CATS & CARRERA
BRITTANY FANNING
acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
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AMERICAN LANDSCAPE
BRITTANY FANNING
acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
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SWEET BERRY WINE
BRITTANY FANNING
acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
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poetry

MISERY AND APPETITE
Misery stretches like saltwater taffy.
Might pain spare us one hour?
With the charcoal
drawn across my cheeks,
maybe I’ll remain undetected.
If a fawn remains totally still,
a bear may pass right by it.
A weasel shimmies through chutes
carved by water. It shakes its coat.
Memory of caches doesn’t hurt.
Some loot forgets where it’s hidden
till the present returns to devour it.
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JOE BAUMANN
fiction

HONEYCOMB
The bees didn’t sting.
They crawled up Porter’s arms, snarled around his throat, clung to
his face. His parents had nearly lost their minds when he’d been born, to
say nothing of the nurses and doctor in the delivery room, who collectively
freaked out when, as Porter emerged from his mother’s body via caesarean
section, he was followed by dozens of thrumming, buzzing bees who had
been hidden away behind Porter, undetected on ultrasounds.
“Shouldn’t bloodwork have caught this?” his father asked, a story
Porter would hear many times as he grew up.
“Caught what?” one of the nurses said. “Bees? We don’t test for
bees.”
The swarm couldn’t be kept away. When the staff thought they’d
ushered them all out of the room, the bees managed to sneak back in,
drawn to Porter like he was the most delicately attractive flower. His parents stood sentinel, father armed with a rolled-up newspaper, ready to
bash anything that came near his newborn son. His mother, exhausted
and aching, tried her best, waving her hands when Porter nursed and a bee
came diving in toward his latched mouth, but she hadn’t the energy. And
they didn’t sting, not one of them, “So what,” she eventually said, “is the
harm?”
“There are bees,” his father said, eyes wide behind his thick glasses. He looked like Clark Kent, tall and suave and pomaded. “Everywhere.”
When he managed to kill one, splatting it with the sports section
and knocking it to the tile floor in a tiny puddle of mealy fuzz and insect
goo, newborn Porter started wailing. The crying jag went on for hours,
his face gone tomato red, his throat craggy with use, his cheeks and the
swaddling cotton soaked with his tears. His parents nearly went insane,
and it wasn’t until his father threw away the newspaper that Porter started to calm down, hiccoughing and murmuring and spitting up frustrated
bubbles of saliva, hands whirling around, bees humming as they crawled
across his body.
“Well I love them,” Jack said when Porter told that story. They were
sitting in Porter’s dorm room, a single-occupancy, offered with little fuss
by the university when he and his parents explained his situation.
Porter nodded; he already knew how Jack felt about the bees.
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They’d first crossed paths on the stairwell as Porter, on move-in day, was
hauling a laundry basket full of clothing up to his third-floor room and
Jack, empty-handed, was trundling down.
“You’re covered in bees,” Jack had said by way of introduction. But
it wasn’t a question, or a statement of worry or fear; where most people
went wide-eyed and hiked their shoulders, shuffling away from Porter at
the first opportunity—sometimes, even, letting out noises of fear and practically running away—Jack’s exhortation had been full of joyous excitement, as if celebrating a victory. Everything about him—hair, skin, eyes—
was sunlit gold, his black t-shirt tight around lean, muscular arms. Porter
had wanted to stop and say something, but Jack kept moving, and a line
of students and parents carrying boxes and suitcases was piling up behind him. The image of Jack, the unencumbered smile on his face when he
spoke, burned inside Porter as he finished unpacking his things and said
goodbye to his parents. He felt a deep sorrow that he might never figure out
where or who Jack was. But then, that afternoon, as he headed out for convocation, there Jack was, miraculously emerging from the room directly
across the hall.
“Bee guy!” Jack had said.
They sat together at the back of convocation, which was sparsely attended; most of the incoming freshman class must have gotten the
memo that even though the orientation packet had said the ceremony was
required, no one was taking names. Half of the rickety white wooden chairs
were empty, and Jack and Porter had enough space between them and
the nearest students that they could whisper to one another without anyone glaring at them while the president and various provosts made their
canned speeches of welcome. Jack, without asking, reached out a hand and
set it against Porter’s bicep, and one of the bees, bumbling along Porter’s
arm, futzed at Jack’s fingers and then climbed right into his palm. Jack
was careful as he cupped his hands, the bee continuing to stumble around,
antennae wriggling, fuzzy bottom twitching. When it lifted off into a zaggy
dance and relocated behind Porter’s ear, Jack only smiled.
“They love you,” he whispered, and Porter felt full.
It was in Porter’s dorm room, after, when he was telling Jack about
the bees that Jack said he loved them. He was going to major in biology
and wanted to be an apiologist. He’d read Helen Jukes and Meredith May
and had pretty much memorized the entirety of Dr. Jamoke’s Little Book of
Hitherto Uncompleted Facts & Curiosities About Bees, and had even read
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Maja Lunde’s The History of Bees twice, discussing it in his admissions
essay, which had landed him a sizable scholarship.
“There’s an apiary on the southern end of campus,” Jack said.
“Though usually only upperclassmen get to work at it.” His eyes followed
a honeybee that curved up from Porter’s throat, took a quick circle around
the ceiling fan, and then landed in Porter’s lap. “But I guess you have your
own hive already.”
“No one’s ever called them that before.”
“Called them what?”
“A hive.”
Jack blinked. “What do they call them?”
“Mostly pests. Weird. Bad.”
“Oh no,” Jack said, laying a hand on Porter’s. Jack’s chair creaked
as he leaned in close. “Never.”
*
Rushing was Jack’s idea. Three weeks into the semester they’d already established a routine of eating lunch together three days a week after
Porter’s 11:30 class, an introduction to psychology course. They ate dinner
together most nights, Jack making the effort after Porter told him that he’d
spent most of his school life eating meals alone: the bees had frightened
the other little kids into screaming fits if he sat at their tables, so he’d been
shoved into the assistant principal’s office with his peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches; in high school, the biology teacher understood that the bees
would do no harm and offered one of the lab tables in the back of his room
for Porter’s meals. Jack used the lunch and dinner hours to slowly expand
their social circle, telling people about Porter and his bees. These strangers were, despite Jack’s exhortations, wary of the honeybees that hummed
around Porter and periodically hopped onto one of their shoulders or torsos. While Porter sat silent and hard-jawed, Jack was always quick to tell
the besieged subject to just relax, that the bees wouldn’t sting unless they
felt threatened.
On the Friday afternoon that fraternity rush started, Jack came
barging in at three-thirty. Porter was trying to finish his Spanish homework, a series of verb conjugations, and set down his pencil.
“You want us to do what?”
“Rush a fraternity. Or several. Or none. It costs five dollars.”
“But why?” The idea had never occurred to Porter. A fraternity was
just another opportunity to see strangers balk at the bees, to turn away
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from him as quick as they could as they tried to hide their fear or worry or
disgust.
“Why not?” Jack said. “It’s something to do.”
During orientation week, upperclassmen had come through their
dorm with flyers for off-campus parties with hand-drawn maps and exhortations about free beer. Jack had gone off to one the day after convocation, and the morning after had knocked on Porter’s door and spent an
hour lamenting his hangover while explaining the rules of pitchers.
“I don’t really do parties,” Porter had said then and said again on
Friday as Jack tried to practically pull him from the room. “The bees, you
know.”
Jack nodded but didn’t say anything.
“The bees don’t like crowds or loud noises. And people tend not to
like the bees.”
“We will make them love them,” Jack said. “Come on.”
Porter wanted to say no but he couldn’t, not to Jack, with his crooked smile and the tiny gap between his front teeth and the small curls of
golden hair on his chest, hair Porter yearned to feel beneath his fingertips.
Jack always smelled vaguely of potting soil, as if he was constantly rolling
around in the dirt and grass. The loam was rich, and Porter was always
taking deep, secret inhalations.
“Okay,” Porter said. “Fine, jeez.”
“You’ll love it,” Jack said, pulling Porter from his desk chair. “I
know you will.”
“We’re just checking the fraternities out, yeah? Not joining.”
But of course they joined. When Jack singled out PKG, the fraternity whose house was quite literally across the street from their dorm’s
parking lot, so did Porter. They loved the bees. They weren’t bothered by
the bees. They hardly blinked at the bees. Even before he’d signed his bid,
they started calling him Honeycomb, even though he explained that the
bees didn’t have a hive of their own and didn’t actually produce any honey.
After a chapter meeting, Porter and his pledge brothers crammed
together in the chapter room, which was covered in plaques boasting
awards the fraternity had earned over the years, mostly for having the
highest GPA on campus—nine years running—and for excellent service
projects. Photographs of the three founding fathers were affixed to one
wall, spotlighted by recessed lighting. The pledges were all sitting around
the chapter room’s single table, a gargantuan seminar-style oak number.
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Most everyone was hung over from last night’s party, where one of the seniors had brought a bottle of Mad Dog 40/40 that tasted like rancid cough
syrup and demanded the pledges stand in a circle, passing it back and
forth, until it was empty. Porter was tired, his eyes heavy, his hamstrings
tight. His bees tickled at his ears. Jack sat next to him, one of the bees doddering along his right knuckles. They were discussing their pledge project,
a requirement for initiation: some improvement or innovation they could
provide the house or their philanthropy—or both—before the end of the
semester.
“We could build a beehive in the backyard,” one of them said.
“And then we could sell the honey as a fundraiser or something,”
one of the other freshmen, a member of the college’s crappy baseball team,
suggested.
Everyone looked at Porter, who blanched. Aside from Jack, he
didn’t really know his pledge brothers very well, even though they were all
expected to be able to recite one another’s hometowns and majors and an
interesting fact about each other upon request, at any time. Porter mostly
had their names down, and everyone except for three of them were from
somewhere in St. Louis—one of those being Jack, who came from Sedalia
and had the tiniest Ozark twang in his voice, especially when drunk—but
he could hardly keep their fun facts straight. Aside from Porter’s bees,
nothing about their conglomerated group was unusual in any discernible
way.
Porter’s face felt hot. He shook his head. “I’m not sure they’ll leave
me,” he said, willing his voice not to crack. He thought of his parents and
their failed attempt to remove the bees, how his teachers, every year in
grade and high school, would scheme some kind of plot—often involving
Porter’s desk being located conveniently near a window—that might send
the bees flying away. None of them ever worked.
His hands were set on the tabletop in hard fists. Porter looked at
his pledge brothers, whose eyes wouldn’t meet his; instead, as always, they
were tracing the bees. He wished that one of them, just one, would look at
him, see him.
Jack domed a hand over Porter’s. The skin of his palm was warm,
as if he’d been holding it up to a fire. Porter looked around the room. Everyone was nodding, or thinking, or checking their cell phones for Twitter
notifications or text messages.
“We could always bring in new bees,” Jack said. But then he
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frowned. “Though it’s not particularly conservation-friendly.”
They dispersed to think about it, scattering across campus to dorm
rooms or the student union for dinner or to do laundry or, for those less
concerned about their academic performance, to drink away their wispy
hangovers while watching Sunday Night Football. Porter and Jack crossed
the parking lot together, bees hovering in a tiny constellation about Porter’s face.
“It doesn’t have to be a beehive,” Jack said. “It’s probably a bad
idea.”
“Bad?”
“Everyone talks about saving the bees, but really, honeybees are in
the least trouble.” His eyes followed a bee tilt-a-whirling through the air
above Porter’s head. “It’s really the native pollinators that are in trouble.”
“It wasn’t a bad idea.” Porter looked down at his chest, where one of
the bees was gripping the fabric of his t-shirt. “My parents tried that once,
buying an empty hive. The bees acted like it wasn’t there.”
His parents had tried several schemes to get the bees to leave. On
one occasion, his father bought an ultrasonic bee repeller that he tried to
surreptitiously hang in the hallway outside Porter’s bedroom. It did nothing except stir the bees up into a tizzy, the swarm bopping around Porter’s
head like leaves in a windstorm. When Porter was told he couldn’t play
soccer in first grade because two boys on the team were allergic to bees,
his parents tried filling the house with cinnamon and peppermint, buying diffusers they placed in every room in the house. The only effect was
to make everyone’s eyes watery and turn them off from candy canes and
snickerdoodles for a year.
“I can’t imagine not having them,” Porter said.
“I get it,” Jack said. His voice, as always, was soft. Porter had never
heard Jack raise it, even when he was drunk. “My cat died this summer.
She was eighteen. My parents got her right before I was born.”
“Oh. I’m sorry.”
Jack shrugged, but Porter could see the hurt in it, the kind of gesture one might use to avoid crying. “What can you do? She was old. She
was sick. At least we knew it was coming.” He looked at Porter, at the bees
fluttering around him. “Do you notice when they die?”
Porter thought about it. The bees, generally, all looked the same to
him. He hadn’t given them names. He didn’t think of them as pets; they
were simply a part of him.
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“Do you know how many there are?” Jack said.
“It’s tough to track.”
“Eighty-three,” Jack said. “I counted them once. And then another
time. There’s always eighty-three of them.”
Porter felt flush. They reached their dorm and he could see his reflection in the glass: the bees were hovering in a cloud. Jack smiled and
held the door open while Porter walked inside. He felt a tickle at the center
of his back. At first he thought it might have been Jack’s fingers. But it very
easily could have simply been a bee, its little limbs waggling and grabbing.
*
The beehive plan stuck, despite Jack’s attempts to walk it back.
Porter hated the idea of the hive; if he wasn’t the single source of bees floating about, what was he? That’s all he’d ever been: the boy with the bees.
Take that away, he thought, and what was left of him? He also didn’t have
any other ideas for a project, and he couldn’t very well try to tank this one
without offering another. And when Jack spoke up, no one else listened,
maybe because their pledge class was smart but lazy about it, and once
they’d come up with one plan, they didn’t want to brainstorm another. Or
maybe they liked the idea of a cloud of bees roaming the yard, pissing off
the neighbors, particularly the philosophy professor who tended to call the
cops on them for noise complaints if so much as half a dozen of them were
on their back porch and their voices reached anything above whisper-level
decibels.
“I checked the municipal rules,” Jack said when the pledge class
met again. He looked at Porter with an apology on his face. “There’s technically no reason we can’t have a hive.”
“Isn’t the yard a little small?” Porter said.
“As long as it’s just one hive, they should be okay,” a kid from northern Arkansas with a deep south accent said. His cheeks were constantly
wind-burnt. “I did some research too.”
“So you should know it’s actually not eco-friendly for us to have a
beehive of our own,” Jack said.
“We already have the bees,” the baseball player said. He was gangly
and dark-haired with thick eyelashes. His eyes trailing Porter’s bustling
hive. He was a pitcher, and so people had taken to calling him ERA.
“I did the math,” Arkansas said. “We could buy a premade hive kit
with brood boxes and everything for like a hundred fifty bucks. A pack of
bees would cost about that much, too. If we want at least one beekeeping
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suit, that’ll run about another hundred or so.”
“Couldn’t Porter just do it?” someone said. All eyes went to him. “I
mean, look. Bees already love him. He won’t get stung.”
“That’s not fair,” Jack said. “This is for our whole pledge class. And
his bees won’t leave him. We don’t want them to mix.”
“And with the suit,” Arkansas said, “it’s only, like, thirty bucks a
piece. Okay?”
Heads nodded. Porter felt flush. He could see the throb in Jack’s
jaw, but he nodded too. It had been decided.
*
The kit arrived first. On a Friday afternoon, Jack and Porter and
Arkansas and ERA stood in the backyard around the brood box lined in
beeswax. It had come fully assembled, so instead of putting its various
pieces together, Jack was pointing out its features so they would all know
what a queen excluder, telescoping top cover, and entrance reducer were.
They would all take turns checking on the bees, a schedule Jack had written up in Excel and printed out, emailing copies to everyone. He’d left Porter’s name off, arguing that he couldn’t, in fact, participate once the bees
had been delivered, because his own bees might revolt and start a war with
the opposing colony.
“Is that true?” Porter had asked.
“They can be territorial.”
Porter felt one of his bees tuck under the hem of his t-shirt. “They’ve
never seemed territorial.”
“Have you walked into another hive before?”
“I guess not,” Porter said. “The others won’t like me not pulling my
weight.”
“They’ll get over it. You can bottle honey or something.”
“You think they’ll really produce enough for us to bottle?”
Jack grinned. “Of course not. But our idiot friends don’t know
that.”
The active members loved the idea of the beehive; they waited with
angsty anticipation for the bees’ arrival. That night, everyone stood on the
back deck, staring at the empty apiary. Fully assembled, it stood four feet
tall and looked like a pedestal upon which one might set a statue in a museum, the boxes a washed-out gray-beige. They’d set it in the grass midway
between the porch and the back fence at Jack’s insistence. He’d also insisted that, before the bees came, they needed to invest in some flowers they
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could plant along the yard’s edges.
“They’ll need something to pollinate.”
This had elicited a number of sex jokes, followed by agreement and
a trip to the only home improvement store in town, filling the trunk of
Jack’s car with white indigos and black-eyed susans. He was able to special
order some bee balm and purple coneflower that would arrive in a week or
two.
“We could also dig out a small pond. More water is better,” he said.
“Jesus,” Arkansas said. “I didn’t think this would be so complicated.”
“I thought you did your research,” Jack said.
Arkansas shook his head and stomped inside, searching for more
booze. Jack grinned at Porter, who smiled and drank.
The house eventually filled with girlfriends and groupies and some
of the unaffiliated guys that the PKGs didn’t send away because they hoped
they might join in the spring. The weather was nice, so the back door was
propped open, the sounds of music and revelry pulsing out into the night.
Eventually, everyone else was drawn by the siren’s call of drinking games
and hitting on girls.
“I think they have regrets,” Jack said. He was sitting on the porch
rail, the hive behind him. His back was hunched over, a beer bottle dangling in his hands between his legs.
“Do you?” Porter said.
Jack shrugged. “I knew what it would really take to have bees.”
“You didn’t say so before.”
“Sometimes people have to see things rather than just hear them.”
He drank from his beer, the liquid sloshing. Porter watched him hold it in
his mouth for a long moment before swallowing. In the night’s gloom—the
only light came filtering out from the propped door—his lips were liquid,
as if he’d spread lipstick on them in a thick layer. Jack set his beer bottle on
the rail and hopped down. Blood whooshed in Porter’s ears; his mouth felt
gummy and dry at the same time. He could hear the bees whirring around
him as Jack stepped closer.
“I’m sorry.”
“For what?”
“I shouldn’t have let them do it.”
“It’ll be alright.”
Jack’s eyes slid away from Porter, toward the honey bees hovering
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around them. Porter watched his pupils dance like one of them whirling
and swirling through the air.
“We’ll need to protect them, I think.”
Jack’s eyes were wide in the dark. Porter could smell the spritzes
of cologne he’d applied at his shirt collar, something flowery and salty. He
wondered if Jack knew what kinds of scents bees liked.
“How will we do that?” Porter said. His voice had gone raspy, soft.
“We’ll keep them safe,” was all Jack said. Then he yawned. “I’m
tired. Might call it a night.”
“Sure,” Porter said. “Me too.”
“You don’t have to.”
“I know.”
Jack smiled and picked up his beer, tilting the bottle nearly upside
down as he polished it off. Porter’s was already empty. He rolled it in his
hands.
“Homeward?” Jack said.
“Should we say goodbye?”
Jack shrugged. “Do people ever say goodbye?”
They walked through the darkness, the bees in their usual tizzy.
“What do they do when you go to sleep?” Jack said.
“What do you mean?”
“Like, how do you lie down?”
“Oh.”
“I’m just wondering.”
“I have to be careful, for sure. I don’t want to squash them.”
“You take care of them.”
“I try. I always feel for them on the bed or my back before I lay
down.”
“You’re thoughtful.”
It occurred to Porter that Jack might be drunk. Jack confirmed
this by reaching out and tickling two fingers up Porter’s spine. Porter said
nothing, just kept walking, rounding the side of the dorm, approaching the
front door where a bored student sat at the check-in desk, a highlighter
in one hand, the other propping up his chin. He barely glanced their way
as they swiped their IDs. Jack’s hand was still touching Porter’s back, the
light weight burning like a laser cutting through the fabric of his shirt and
burrowing into his skin.
Without a word, Jack followed Porter into his room and tossed
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himself down in Porter’s desk chair. In the hard fluorescent light, Jack’s
eyes were glossy with drink. How, Porter wondered, had this happened?
The bees frittered about, a few landing on Porter’s bed, one on his desk, galumphing across his psychology textbook. Jack smiled and followed their
flight.
“They dance in the wild, you know. To tell each other where to go,
what to do.”
“I did know that.”
“Bee communication is fascinating. They can say so much without
words.”
“Probably helps.”
Jack looked up at him.
“I mean, words don’t get in the way. I feel like words get in the way
a lot with people.”
“Yeah,” Jack said. “I know what you mean.”
But did he? Porter wondered. Suddenly he thought of his bees, and
the question of how, when, and with what frequency they died and were
replaced. How had this never occurred to him? He knew that honeybees
only typically lived for a few months. Like the layers of skin his body shed
over the course of years, the hive that buzzed around him was in constant
flux.
Jack took a deep breath through his nose and let it out. He sounded
like a steam pot. Then he stood up.
“I’m glad I know you, Honeycomb,” Jack said in a sing-song voice,
like he was reciting the lyrics to a country song. He’d never used Porter’s
nickname before.
“I’m glad I know you, too.”
Jack’s eyes were moony. Porter’s heart leapt at the thought that
Jack might kiss him. But then Jack’s gaze went to the bees, as it always did.
He raised a hand, but instead of planting it on Porter’s shoulder, he held it
out toward the bees, trying to coax one of them to land. Porter wished that
the bees would withhold their affection, leave Jack high and dry so he had
to find that love, that tickling touch, elsewhere. But Porter watched one of
them, a fat yellow thing, land with pillow softness on Jack’s ring finger and
then trundle down onto his palm. Jack cupped it there with both hands,
his face light and full of satisfaction. They both looked at it in silence. Everything was quiet except for the soft humming of the honey bees. Jack
stared down at his hands; Porter stared at Jack. Porter took a deep breath,
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pulling in the cloying smell of Jack’s sweat, which hung on his skin thanks
to the heaviness of the Missouri air. For a second, Porter was sure he could
smell honey.
“They’re so wonderful,” Jack said.
Porter, his mouth dry, nodded. The bees hummed, alive, dancing,
joyful.
“Yes,” he said. “They’re great.”
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DESTINY
Coyote came by twice in the night
the first time delivering this message:
Decay has a home in your bones.
It is everywhere and natural.
You are alive for dying and that is fine.
Now crawl into my mouth.
At the edge of sleep, night’s color thins.
Saturated indigos fade to bronze
the burning off of energy
from the subconscious, which is conscious
as it becomes amber, copper, ochre
an afterglow of death rattles, its coat wicking
and warm upon the lid of dawn, eyes pulsing
tamarack-yellow, jaw thick with shadows
opening to swallow where I stood.
Coyote circling, scratching the silence:
Lay in this bed of straw I have made
from my hair, I will leave you whole.
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RINGLORN
When I was a child, I had no name for it.
It crept through the Minnesota woods, swung
from willow branch to willow branch. It slept
inside the dark husks of pinecones - waiting
to split itself and grow green like spring.
It roosted in the rafters with barn swallows,
and joined in their ceaseless warbling. It grazed
in the pasture with the geldings, and gnawed
at the walls like a red squirrel.
It rose from dirt roads like dust,
rusted with the haybine abandoned in the field,
drank from every stream,
ate wild plums and honeysuckle,
swam through the air with song birds
and sung in the long grass like a cricket.
At night, it hid in the cornfields,
dark and thick, and danced among the stalks who in their endless swaying whispered:
wild, wild, wild.
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MEMORY REPLACEMENT TEST
The test subject expressed a fondness
for rabbits, having never owned one
due to her mother’s alleged allergies.
So we replaced her hairier memories
with bunnies. The day her grandma died
the subject now remembers kissing
a rabbit’s cold nose. Her brother’s accident
became a fluff puddle of head-butting bunnies.
There’s no telling how many rabbit explosions
she recalls from watching the news.
But the subject went too far:
Her sixth grade dance now a bacchanal
of hopping cottontails, her first day of camp
an extended grooming session, every awkward
high school hiccup brimming with binkies—
ecstatic leaps, kicks, head flicks, the works.
The subject stares at us unblinking,
ears pricked up. When she licks water
from her sippy bottle, she rattles
the cage where we keep her, keeping us
up at night. It’s unclear if she remembers us.
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INTERMISSION
Early morning, on the pebble and rock-strewn beach that only lasted from low tide to low tide, Sister Marta saw him hanging. Not by his
neck, but suspended. The man dangled in mid-air, maybe fourteen feet
above the sand. No ropes or cords held him, but there he was with his feet
swinging, lazy and helpless at the end of his legs.
Marta traced the man’s line of sight to the ocean, watching his
eyes dart back and forth with the constant motion of the waves. While
the breeze tossed his tie over his shoulder and ruffled his sparse hair, the
man’s silhouette possessed an unworried stillness.
The streets were quiet most mornings when Marta made her way
from the convent and towards the ocean, and that morning had been no
different. A few patrol cars had hummed by her, and a single cafe turned
on its fluorescent lights as she passed it, signalling the onset of four o’clock.
A rat meandered from a garbage bin to a heap of carrion in the middle
of the road. The familiar buzz and the pressure didn’t settle over the city
until the sun rose and people filled the streets, not in the semi-darkness
when Marta walked them. Down the length of the beach and well beyond
the tricolor umbrellas, twisted shut like morning glory blossoms, Marta
allowed Duncan, the convent’s terrier, to treat himself to a rotten fish laying just beyond the reach of waves. Marta’s mind shifted between the wellworn path of prayer and the tangled but still familiar bramble of worry.
In the town square just in front of the convent, a journalist had been shot,
but Marta was ashamed to find herself fretting equally about the gray hair
she’d noticed sprouting around her temples and the deepening lines on her
brow.
Both ranges of thought were amputated, however, when Marta saw
the silhouette of the hanging man. She spat on her glasses, wiped them
clean, and looked again. Perhaps he’s just standing on the very edge of the
rocks. Marta discarded this explanation as she walked closer, it became
apparent that the man wasn’t standing on anything at all, simply hanging
in the damp air. Floating. She drew closer. Close enough to the man to read
the Ferragamo label stamped on the soles of his loafers, close enough to
hear him humming a tune to himself. He didn’t move his eyes from the sea.
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“Excuse me,” Marta shouted up to him, “would you like some assistance in getting down?”
The man flinched. “What are you doing over here?”
“Walking Duncan,” Marta gestured at the greasy, white and brown
dog nosing through a washed-up fishing net. Duncan sneezed, expelling a
glob of wet sand.
“I didn’t know nuns could have dogs.” The man had to shout just a
little because of the distance between himself and Marta, who was uneasy
with excess sound and excitement and looked over her shoulder instinctively.
“I’m not a nun,” she said. “I am a Sister, and Duncan belongs to the
convent.”
“Oh.”
“What are you doing up there?”
The man looked out at the sea again, this time more fretful than
before. “I don’t really know.”
“You don’t know? What do you mean by that?”
“I don’t remember how I got here, and I’m remembering less and
less.”
Marta squinted up at the man. While she pitied him, Marta was
still faintly satisfied to see God’s mysterious ways so extravagantly on
show, and even more pleased with the portion of interest the day had provided her.
“What is the last thing that you remember?” Marta asked the man,
as she spat out a sliver of thumbnail she’d just nibbled off.
“Morning at the Star of the Sea hotel, and I’m getting ready to go
to work, but I can’t remember where I work, or where I live, or anything. I
just remember being there and then being here, first at high tide, then now
at low tide, and here you are.”
“I see.”
“Oh!” he said, “for a while, I had a song stuck in my head. I was
humming it and trying to get it out and then you showed up. It’s an old
one about the flying purple people eater—why are you laughing? This isn’t
funny.”
Marta wiped away the tears in the corners of her eyes from laughter. “I am sorry,” she said. “It’s just that you remember so little—not even
your name—but you remember the most ridiculous song? God is a trickster.”
“Peter.”
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“What?”
“I know what my name is, it’s Peter. I just don’t know the surname.”
“Hm. Do you go by Pete?”
“I don’t think so.”
Somewhere in the city a siren had begun to wail. Marta was surprised she even noticed it. Most of the time they were a constant part of the
background noise of the city. Two mornings prior, in the small hours when
she made her way to the sea, Marta had watched an ugly boy of thirteen or
fourteen add the finishing touches to a piece of graffiti in the alley across
the street. First, she’d heard the sirens, and then she’d watched the boy run
like a rat for cover down the main street. He’d disappeared as an authorities’ van barrelled by Marta in pursuit and one more arrived to investigate
the crime. Marta didn’t know whether the boy had been arrested or not,
but silence fell after some time. Marta made her way from the fountain
where she’d been praying the rosary to the alley where the boy made his
artwork. An officer was already swabbing paint thinner over it, but Marta
knew she should have averted her eyes. The image portrayed a sex act between the Mayor and some sort of animal that was being washed away by
the turpentine. Aside from the unlucky journalist, it seemed to Marta that
dissidents had opted for petty agitation over dramatic uprising since the
city had elected secession.
“Is that a cow or a pig, officer?” she’d asked.
He’d scowled at her. “A pig. You shouldn’t be looking at it.”
Marta grimaced. “Oh no, I’m sure you’re right.”
“You see where the perpetrator went?”
“Heavens no, I apologize.”
The officer gave her a long, suspicious glance. A cool gray eye scanning over Marta’s whole person, perhaps trying to find some female form
in the tent-like triangle of Marta’s cowl. Many people were suspicious of
nuns, Marta knew, even in the best of times in the city.
The gulls cried overhead, and on the rocks, they fought over a shattered mussel shell. Peter looked down at Marta and for the first time, and
he betrayed a quick flash of apprehension. Perhaps he was afraid to come
down.
“Well,” Marta said, “let’s try to get you down, but we have to make
it quick. Can you move?”
“Yes, arms and legs.”
“That’s a good start. Would you mind emptying the contents of
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your briefcase? I’d like to fill it with rocks. It may weigh you down enough
to get you back to the ground.”
“Yes, yes of course,” He opened it with a snap and gingerly removed
a thick stack of papers bound with an elastic band, a yellow folder and an
envelope. One at a time, he cast them down to earth and they hit the sand
in front of Marta with a heavy smack, leaves of paper coming loose and
fluttering towards her like the wings of butterflies. Each piece of paper was
densely typed. Marta adjusted her reading glasses.
“Here,” Peter said, removing his phone from his pocket, “it won’t
turn on anyway, and we can put rocks in my pockets too.”
“Very clever, Peter.” Marta caught the phone in her hands; it leaked
seawater from its cracked screen. “Do you mind, Peter, if I look at some of
these papers? I’m thinking that they might help us find out your last name.”
“Of course not,” Peter waved away her request.
Marta reached for the yellow folder, inside of it were the identifications of four individuals along with an arrest warrant for each of
them, neatly paperclipped to their respective page. Suspected in activities
against the city and mayor, suspected in conspiracy against the internal
senate of the city. Despite the drama unfolding in their individual files, the
faces were unremarkable. There was an older man, with a heavy, round
face and a large mole on his cheek. A woman in a pair of thin, wireframe
glasses like Marta’s. A young man who was almost handsome but his eyes
were too close together, and a final person who Marta couldn’t identify as
male or female in either name or face, but they peered out from the photo
with a pair of distant, unlovely, light eyes. They all looked faintly familiar
although the names were not. That made sense. The city was a small one,
and each year it grew more difficult to leave unless you worked in exports
or the internal government. Faces Marta saw on the street were recycled,
passed by again and again, settling into vague familiarity without formal
introduction, only repetition. At the beginning, Marta had tried to leave.
She waited outside the Travel Authority for hours to be the first to be processed. It always happened that Marta had neglected to present some vital
document—a stamped travel pass, a birth certificate, or proof of employment. In the end, Marta gave up. She hated waiting in line.
She flipped through more of the papers. A large stack was stapled
together and outlined in great detail the recently uncovered yearly financial expenditure of a member of the outside senate. The densely packed
letters, unfamiliar words, and complicated scripture of diagrams and references swam in front of Marta’s weak eye, and she felt her mouth go dry
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with boredom. The last loose stack of papers was folded in half, the first
five sheets were a duplicate of the prior financial report and the following
twenty appeared to be an incomplete script for an unknown play.
“I’m sorry, Peter, but it doesn’t look like you are anywhere to be
found in this briefcase, although we may be able to assume that you worked
in some capacity for the city government.”
Marta’s words hadn’t had much effect on Peter, he rotated his foot
as if it were sore and nodded, “Yes, that sounds right.”
Marta almost mentioned the script but held back, no need to cause
him undue self-consciousness. She rolled the papers as tightly as she could
and tucked them into the deep pockets of her habit.
“I am going to throw some mid-sized rocks up to you. I’d like to see
if they will weigh you down enough to get you back to the ground. It’s only
an experiment, don’t get your hopes up. Do you think that you can catch
them and put them into the briefcase?”
“You sound very scientific for a nun.”
“I already told you I am a sister, not a nun. We are allowed to be
scientific. Catch.”
Peter caught the grapefruit-sized lump of granite in one hand. The
other, Marta noticed, was bound with a series of plastic zip ties to the briefcase.
“It’s not that I don’t think nuns are allowed to be scientific, I just
would think that there is a conflict of interest between science and faith.”
Peter fumbled with the rock and snapped it into the briefcase. Marta
grabbed another stone. This one glittering and jagged.
“Unusual words coming from someone who works for the city.
What is our new motto? Can you remember it?”
“No.”
“In foro et pastor,” Marta laughed, “I don’t think that the mayor
actually knows Latin. Anyways, I have been married to God and faith for a
long time, can you blame me if my eye wanders?” Marta threw the rock.
“I don’t think it’s working,” Peter said.
“Well, give it a minute,” Marta snapped, “you only have two rocks!
I’ve eaten sandwiches that weigh more than what you have in your briefcase at the moment.” Marta removed her glasses and wiped a line of sweat
from under her eyes. The sun, although it was hidden by clouds, was up,
and Marta knew the convent bells would begin to ring soon. A rhythm set
into Marta’s arms and legs and back as she reached for stones, picked them
like ripe fruit and threw them up to the suspended man. Peter too, seemed
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to have focused into an assembly line of actions, catching the rocks and
securing them in his briefcase.
“The briefcase is full,” he shouted down. “Do I look any closer?”
Marta took a few steps back from the man and cocked her head. “Peter, you
will be delighted to hear that I would estimate you have sunk about eight
inches.”
Peter clapped. “Success! I feel a bit better too! Much less foggy-minded. I can’t believe my rudeness. After all the help you have given
me, I never even asked your name.”
“My name is sister Marta Perpetua of the Saint Felicity convent at
the top of the hill near the old interstate.”
“That’s quite an introduction. I am embarrassed to only be able to
share with you my first name.”
“Yes,” Marta laughed, “shame on you. We’re going to fill your pockets with rocks now.”
“Did you grow up in the city?”
“Mm. And I had the poor foresight to stay here. But what can I say,
I like the beach.”
Peter caught the smooth rock Marta had thrown to him, she’d
plucked it from the receding waves where it had been rounded and polished by them. Peter bobbed a little in the air and sunk almost imperceptibly.
“I am sorry,” he said, but his words were nearly lost in the screech
of a gull.
“Ridiculous, catch.”
Marta’s hands were cold and wet, and although her companion had
sunk by this point about a foot, his jacket and trouser pockets were stuffed
full of rocks. He was bulging in all parts of his person with stones, down
his shirt, tucked into his socks, his pockets and waistband.
“We’re going to need something much heavier I’m afraid, I’m going to see if I can find something big to tie to your ankle. I have Duncan’s
leash.”
The tide had crept up the beach some distance and Marta scanned
the remaining sand and rocky outcroppings. Nestled in a heap of bladderwrack, a cinderblock sat waiting for Marta, perfect, and slightly rounded
at its edges from the time in the ocean. Marta felt as if she were playing a
game where everything necessary presented itself to her and it was simply
a matter of finding them. With both hands, she dragged the cinderblock
from its slimy bed and showed it triumphantly to Peter.
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“How perfect!” Marta wound Duncan’s leash through the square
hole in the block and secured the rope onto itself with the metal clasp. “Ok,
Peter, this is the hard part. Do you think that you will be able to fasten this
rope to yourself while I hold the cinder block? Maybe around your waist or
your ankles?”
Peter observed the rope and the weight carefully and nodded.
Marta tossed the rope as high as she could to Peter, a lasso wielding hero of an old western movie. It just barely missed his outstretched
fingers.
“Try again,” Marta grumbled, “this time use your reflexes.”
Peter whooped with delight when he caught the rope and Marta
held the cinderblock as he tied a hangman’s knot in the rope around his
ankles. Marta released the cinderblock. The weight pulled the knot tight
around Peter and slowly, as if he were sinking into the depths of the ocean,
he began to return to earth.
“Marta! Look at me! It’s working!”
Peter’s feet were six inches from the ground when Marta noticed a
slight change in his body, a mild stiffening she might have ignored had she
not been watching him so closely. Peter looked at her, now almost eye-toeye as his toes nearly brushed the sand.
“How can I possibly repay you?”
As if magnetized, once the toe of Peter’s loafers made contact with
the ground, he collapsed. The line around Peter’s feet went slack, the rocks
in his pockets tumbled out onto the sand, and he lay on his back with his
eyes, mossy brown, Marta could now see, staring straight up at the gray
sky. Theatrics, Marta first thought, he seemed inclined to it. But the water was lapping at his feet now, soaking through the polished leather, and
Peter didn’t flinch. Duncan approached him and sniffed, leaving a smudge
of mucus on Peter’s jacket. Shooing the dog away, Marta looked closely at
the face of the dead man. That’s what Peter seemed to be the longer Marta
looked at him. His eyes were open but loaded in the corners with clumps of
sand and fine gravel as if he’d been on the seafloor with his eyes gaping in
the same way. All over him seemed to be a swelling that Marta, who’d seen
the process of death many times, knew only took place long after the heart
stopped.
“Oh Peter,” she murmured, “look at you.” The man looked at nothing, and Marta tried to close his eyes but her fingers slipped on his wet
face, his whole body was soaked with seawater, even though the tide had
only risen to his ankles.
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Marta looked down at Peter and wondered if she’d killed him. Duncan chased a fly. No, Marta decided, he’d been dead for too long and whatever role she’d had in the oddity of it all must have been a private, separate
matter. She couldn’t stay to mourn Peter, there was no time.
Later on, after she’d shredded them and flushed them down the
convent’s first-floor toilet, Marta tried to discern some kind of heroism in
the documents she’d stolen from Peter. The thought of being an unknown
resistance member, a patriot, or a secret protector of all those unfamiliar
faces entertained her. In the end, Marta decided that she’d only taken them
as a token of the day’s peculiarity, proof of an outlier in days that passed
otherwise unchangingly.
Back on the rocky outcropping that loomed over the beach, the sun
had risen higher behind a layer of clouds. Marta nibbled another fingernail, and made her way up to the road with the damp pages still rolled
in her pocket. Duncan trotted behind her. Occasionally they both looked
down to what had been the beach at low tide, at the dead man floating in
the brine.
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I SAID YOUR NAME
But I meant
the way oak leaves ruddy
and drop like rust
from the sunset.
I meant
the creek’s recital,
with its tumbles
and eddies, falling
into itself, echoing
from one year
into the next.
I said your name, but I meant
how snow becomes
the downward drift
of light, flake
after flake, upon the Earth
they buried you in.
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AS THE CROW FLIES
TRACY WHITESIDE
manipulated photograph
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TAKE THE LEAP
TRACY WHITESIDE
manipulated photograph
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SAVE ME
TRACY WHITESIDE
manipulated photograph
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ANGER REVEALS WHAT WE
LOVE
for my grandchildren
I woke angry today. Body braced
like a sentinel guarding a fort. Needing to scream
and swear. At who or whom or what?
I went through my list of things that are not working well.
The rats in the ivy, the broken porch stair,
the appointment with the Periodontist. Looking
for a narrative, like a therapist searching for why
a patient is afraid of stop signs or the color orange.
I punch at empty space like Mike Tyson,
loudly clash dishes and silverware,
and yell at the cat, who flees in terror.
Then drown two Percocet in straight gin,
take four Xanax. Still I seethe, but fragile
impotence seeps in, unbearable vulnerability
in the face of fires, lies, floods, viruses
and a bungled exit from a pointless war.
The face of a woman forced to bear a child of abuse,
a girl beaten by soldiers for showing her face.
The face of a man holding his wife’s hand as
she struggles to breathe, one breath, one breath.
The face of a child staring at the embers of her home,
realizing it is forever.
A world beyond the reach
of therapists. The walls of the fort fall away.
The sentinel abandons his post.
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I see Henry holding tight to Marshmallow Man,
Grace grinning without braces, Olivia setting up her dolls,
Trevor sailing down the soccer field, Austin, thumbs
up on the bed of his freshman dorm room.
Have we stolen their future?
I prefer the power of rage.
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INSTINCT OF 1985
It was spring of 1985. I had played outside all morning. School
didn’t start till noon. I noticed my grandmother at the end of the street
and realized that noon must be near. I ran up the stairs to the third floor
of the building. I really liked those stairs. They always echoed my steps no
matter how softly I stepped on them. They always knew how to talk back
to me. I entered home and went straight to the couch which was covered
with a red and white plaid blanket that my mom made in the loom. It was
beautiful, but also a bit harsh and it made me itch. I had no choice but to
stay on it and pretend I was almost ready for school. But grandmother was
delaying. I walked to the door of the living room and peaked in to see if the
handle of the outside door would move, but nothing. The house was quiet.
I had always liked that kind of peace. I could search my grandmother’s
closets, try on her clothes, open up the secret drawer with the secret book,
written in an old secret Albanian language, but this time, I was impatient.
I really wanted her to come as soon as she could. The little blue clock on the
cabinet in the living room was ticking loudly. For a moment it felt like the
golden arrow was trying to get out of the clock and it would explode along
with my impatience. Finally, I heard the handle move. I went back on the
couch, grabbed a book that was on the table and pretended to read. My
grandmother was slow coming in. I left the book on the couch and walked
toward the entryway.
My grandmother’s eyes were teary. I was surprised. I couldn’t remember if I had ever seen her cry before. In an instant, my grandmother’s
hardest moments flashed before my eyes. I was only ten, but I had collected
every day of my grandmother’s life carefully in my memory ever since I
could. I had slept in between her and grandpa; I had gone to the milk line
with her; I had walked at five o’clock in the morning with her to kindergarten and she had gone to work; I had seen her worry about her own mother
when her daughter in law was difficult with her; I had seen her when uncle
Vangel passed away and she had to be strong for her sister in law; I had
seen her when she’d make my breakfast ready and try to scrape the butter out of the wrapper; I had seen her when her sisters would visit and go
back again and they’d all hold back their tears and say to each other “We’ll
meet again.”—I could see so many moments of her life, but not one where
she had teared up. I had to find courage to ask her about the cause of her
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sadness. My mouth opened up and I heard myself speak. “Grandma, what
is it?”
“Did you eat lunch yet?” she asked grabbing me and hugging me
tight.
“No, not yet. I don’t know what’s for lunch. But why are you crying?”
“Do you know I have cooked up your favorite okra stew today?”
“OK, make me a plate ready, but first tell me why you are crying,
grandma?”
“OK, sit down at the table, I’ll bring the food and we can talk.”
It was the weirdest reaction I had ever seen. We were alone. Grandpa was at work, my parents, too, and my brothers were at school. I felt
alone and forsaken, yet, as soon as I saw the plate in front of me, I forgot
about all that and took the spoon in my hand.
“OK, so, can I tell you now?”
I put a spoon in my mouth, and took a bite of the bread, too. “Yes,
grandma, what is it?
“Well, this is difficult, it’s very difficult.”–she wiped her tears and
stopped for a moment. “You know I was at a party meeting.”
“Yes, I know. It was a long meeting, grandma. You’ve been gone for
hours.”
“Yes, yes. Our leader, Xhaxhi Enver, he has been very sick.”
I put my spoon down and realized it was something grave. I knew
I had to listen to grandma, but my mind was chewing up the okra and my
stomach was digesting them.
“He has passed away. We are alone. We don’t have our leader anymore.” She said while bursting into tears.
“Oh, no!!!” I exclaimed, thinking to myself, I must not finish my
plate. My okras! Why did he have to die today of all days? We only have
okra once a year, if we’re lucky, and now I can’t finish my plate because I
have to be sad?
Grandma hugged me and continued sobbing quietly.
“I have to go, grandma. It’s almost noon.”
“Oh, my child. We have to be strong. We cry, but we’re strong.”
It was like she was telling me that crying was important. It had to
be done. She went to the other room to change, and I thought to myself
“This is my moment if I want to have the okras.” Almost with the speed of
light, I picked up all the okras from the stew and left the juice on the plate
as if I didn’t eat a thing. Grabbed my bag and as I was walking out, I yelled
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goodbye to my grandma.
“You didn’t eat your stew! You can’t go to school in an empty stomach!” she ran behind me crying and talking at the same time.
“I can’t eat grandma! I can’t eat!” I cried back and heard the stairs
echo my voice to her.
I was out of the building. I realized that for the first time in my
life I was crying and didn’t mean it. The street was empty. It was a sunny
day and I felt mad again that it was going to waste. We couldn’t laugh or
play. We had to cry and be strong. Yet, I thought to myself, I didn’t have to
continue crying until I saw someone. I walked to a friend’s house so that
we could walk to school together. As I was drawing near her building, I
saw her come out. Her eyes were red and looked like little tomatoes as the
sun was shining on them. I felt a laugh rise from inside me. It was almost
uncontrollable. She looked like the clowns I had seen on TV. I had to stop
thinking of the clowns. She was coming closer, and I had to cry. I managed
to turn the shaking of my shoulders that my laughter gave me into sobbing
and put my hands on my eyes.
“Oh, Bea! He died! How are we going to live without him?” I said,
and we both sobbed as hard as we could. There were people on the street
whose eyes were red with tears, too. We were doing what we were supposed
to do. We walked under that beautiful sun, that amazing spring sun and
arrived at the school yard, which was full with crying students. We were
all in our black and white uniform, some of us had the red scarf of the pioneers and we were crying; we had to, at least till our teachers took us into
the classrooms. It was a long wait. I was afraid I would dry up and then I
would be in trouble. I had to cry. I was looking at all the children around
me, they were all keeping their heads low, their hands in their eyes and
their shoulder shook with sadness.
As I was looking, I noticed there were some grown-ups that were
teasing us. “Look at them! This is the best thing that ever happened to us.
They’re crying. These are robots, not children.”
I was afraid for them. It was too soon to say anything. When something big like this happens the only thing to do is to figure out who’s with
you. They were getting themselves into big trouble. I was a kid, but I knew
this much. It wasn’t necessary for anyone to spell it out for me. Just the
little words told the entire story.
Finally, the teachers came out. We said our pledge and swore that
we would be faithful to our leader and to our party and went inside the
school. It was a day of mourning. There wasn’t a single eye that wasn’t pro-
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ducing tears. Our teacher was encouraging us and was pushing us to cry
harder and longer. “You know, the kids in the other class are really crying
harder than you. You can do better than this!”
And we did. We would raise our voices and put our heads down on
our desks and hit them with our hands in desperation. We were the children for whom that day’s lesson was crying out of need, crying out of fear,
out of instinct. As I kept my head down, I started to think of the sun that
was going down and I didn’t get the chance to enjoy it as long as I could.
That really made me cry. It brought the truest tears out of my eyes. Knowing that I had to continue until the end of all classes, I was happy to find a
reason to sustain my crying. The teacher came in and out of the classroom
with the same words, other teachers came to see if we were really crying
and students were just trying to keep up with their demands, until it was
finally time to go home.
The sky was red as if it had cried, too. I was walking back home by
myself. My friend had decided to go to her grandmother’s house and stay
the night there. I had cried for about 5 hours and had this emptiness in my
stomach. I knew all my friends, if not all, most of them, felt the same way.
We had to love the absurd. When you’re a child, you realize something is
not right when you’re told not to tell the truth. We were all asked at some
point in our lives to tell the whitest lie we could ever tell. We had to say that
we had everything we wanted. We had to say that we were never hungry
and our parents were happy working long shifts. The stores had everything
all the time, and if anyone ever said that they didn’t find a simple item, like
salt, they’d be interrogated as the enemy of the worst kind. What would
happen now? Would the capitalists invade us? What would happen to the
people who didn’t cry? Would they die?
I had arrived at the building. I ran up the stairs as fast as I could. I
was now home and safe. My grandma wasn’t crying either and my grandpa
was smoking his cigarettes. I left the school bag on the corridor floor and
ran to him. “Grandpa, I missed you!”
“I missed you, too, pumpkin! Look at your beautiful hazel eyes.
You’ve cried more than you should.”
“The teachers made us, Grandpa. They were telling us that the kids
in the other classes were crying harder than us.”
“Ah, okay. You’ve cried well then. There’s some okra stew left. Do
you want it?”
“It’s okay, Grandpa. I’m not hungry now.”
“You know that if you don’t eat it now, it’s going to be gone.”
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I stayed in his bosom and closed my eyes. “Grandpa, what will happen now?”
“Well, the party will do good things for us, don’t worry.”
My ear was on his chest, and I could hear his heartbeat. I realized
one has to wait, like the heart waits till the next beat comes. It had been a
very long crying day, in which I realized more than ever before that we had
to constantly tell lies—even with our tears. Our leader had taught us that if
people didn’t lie, then they’d be persecuted, put to prison, and killed. I was
proud I cried and I kept my family safe.
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ASHEN MEMORY
You know the type,
always searching for God in a blade of grass
or a parallel universe in a drop of water.
I was equally fooled
before realizing the search was unnecessary,
before viewing non-reality with some healthy suspicion.
No maker ever appeared to a layman soul searcher,
despite the sightings of Elvis in the eyes a sweet potato
or a scrambled egg Jesus on the breakfast plate.
Yet still we search for the sacred
in the damnedest of places. Even televangelist mansions cover
tombs disguised as nature. And charlatans are everywhere.
So are we not everywhere?
15,000 years of human habitation scattered like stars.
What step would not tread on a life spent wandering these grounds?
When my sister died
I spread her ashes under a magnolia tree
on a rainy day. Ash and rain make mud
And I was saddened and bewildered
to see her final grey flourish caked in the joints of my palm
and collected in such banal fashion under my fingernails.
God’s drizzle cleansed the palm
but could not clear the distal edges of her moon-shaped presence.
Six days I carried her as she slowly waned, ash by ash.
On the seventh day, when I finally realized she was gone,
she was everywhere.
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CHARITABLE
One day when I’m dead I’ll look back on all
this and probably think nothing because
I’ll be dead but if I’m not, I mean not
dead, then I’ll wonder about all the things
I might’ve done except that I did some
-thing, or somethings, else, I’m only ten
years old, haven’t had much time to
do very much of anything but get
through fourth grade and learn where babies come from
but I don’t believe it and read comic
books and play baseball and go to Sunday
School where they tell me that my eternal
soul is at stake but if I’m a good boy
and man then when I die I’ll see Jesus
up in Heaven and not just on the wall
of our classroom but in the flesh, so to
speak, but if I’m bad then I see Satan
and they say that I see him all the time
here on Earth, evil and temptation and
Father’s Playboy magazines and too much
fun when I ought to be studying and
not enough charity when I hold back
on the spare change for the collection plate
when it floats around to me and a pal
showed me how to fake dropping coins in
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but you really take some out but I
haven’t tried it yet and maybe he’s not
my pal after all but Satan disguised
but anyway if I go to Heaven
I’ll try not to be bored, God’s been good to
other folks and sometimes me but he’s old,
He forgets, how much older than forever
can you get and that’s what I asked Preacher
when I ran into him at the Burger
Hut last week and he said Well, son, I’m not
on duty now—are you going to eat
those fries and I said No sir. So we shared.
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SWEET FRUIT
I don’t like to need anything
more than I do coffee
—more recently
Irish—every morning
with orange fruit that needs
peeling; but in my isolation,
in its slow turning over
of identical days
strangely into morning,
in that solitude, I found
a woman in the tangerine
as I peeled the fruit
in an unbroken dream
with clean hands
searching: her head first,
in the rind, I drew so her
nose was the still greened
fragment of pedicel
—I assure you those
dimpled eyes stared back
at me with the same
affection—tracing down
her neck, too, in the peel,
the silhouette of her
breasts, where I continued
as she began to lift
away from the body
of the fruit as if sitting up
from sleep, coming more
alive in my hand
—her hips and legs
and so on, separating
cleanly away
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until she was a woman
sitting at the table with me
and my coffee…
The naked fruit in a puddle
of its own juice on the wooden
plate cast its morning shadow over
a wet, empty hand.
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ZHENG LI
photograph
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nonfiction

LOST THINGS
Illios whose name means sun.
Ishi who cannot be named.
September came and went in the usual way.
The field that I fell in love with back in January when everything
seemed frozen and hopeless finally met its demise. Diggers ripped out
trees and left them tossed in heaps. All the secret magic that had built
itself for decades was desecrated in a few days. I read an article about the
rare warblers who used to go there and I cried.
Cicadas hummed their last hurrahs and fell dead on city sidewalks
still radiating solar heat. Their strange wide faces always seemed to be set
in a contented grin, as if they had made peace with it all in the end and
were just happy to sun themselves one last time.
The nine foot high cup flowers were dead and picked clean by the
time we got to the pond this year. Come to think of it, I’m not even convinced that they made it to nine feet high this year. I was glad that at least
the squirrels and chipmunks had gotten a meal out of the seeds. They had
seemed so strange and magical last summer that I just wanted to see them
one last time. But really, I wanted them to make now feel like last summer.
As if their presence could invoke the love and wonder and ease of being I
so desperately needed back.
A sense of profound loss—usually reserved for November—seemed
pervasive despite the first few weeks of sunny still summery days. That
Wednesday morning just before Labour Day, when I fled the house to escape you berating our landlady for believing in aliens, was the first time I
felt that premature November Sadness descend.
My heart broke that day for Illios. A beautiful peach-cheeked cockatiel. Newly missing.
I told myself not to stare at the posters as I had enough stress already. “Illios, Illios, Illios,” I repeated on my walk. His name sounded like
the warm caress of sun and made me think of Greek islands. One hour
away in a completely different neighbourhood I spotted a “Found” poster
for a cockatiel. Could it be?
They were different peach-cheeked missing cockatiels, it turned
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out. It certainly seemed like a dangerous time to be an owner of one of
these birds. Or perhaps it was a fortuitous time, for the birds at least. How
could they have known autumn was around the corner? I remembered the
colony of parakeets I discovered by accident one rainy day in the early winter in London. A flash of blue-green hit me, then I realized that an entire
tree was filled with them. It turned out that this was the famous parakeet
colony of Dulwich Park. They were wild and thriving. But then again England had not known actual winter for some centuries. A cockatiel or any
other tropical bird in Toronto though is a different story. Never mind the
-20 degree temperature of January and February, a cold snap at night in
late October would be enough to kill them.
That week my heart broke a second time when I learned of Ishi.
Ishi was a Yahi man whose name could not be spoken because he was the
last of his people. In Yahi tradition another Yahi must introduce you to
a new person. So, anthropologist Alfred Koeber simply called him “Ishi”
which means “Man” in the Yahi language.
Labour Day I left in the middle of your storm. I could have prevented this storm by not having feelings or opinions to be two things I
found hard to shake. I spent six hours on my walk. an assortment of Indian
sweets, found a copy of Chocolate in a bird house library and finally, like a
dying cicada I sat on a bench to absorb every last drop of sunset.
September 7th I began work at the chocolate factory. My days went
by quickly and when I left work each evening I found myself on meandering walks in no particular direction or hurry to get home. Sometimes I
found myself getting on the subway later than I wanted to but it couldn’t
be helped. These nights seemed prematurely dark and had a chill to them.
One night a man on a milk crate sat in the pedestrian bridge. He was silent except for laughter that would start automatically each time a person
passed him. The laughter was perfectly synched with the time it took each
particular person to pass him. Behind him the window ledge of the bridge
housed several beer cans. I hoped this wouldn’t suddenly be a new thing.
But that turned out to be the first and last time I saw him. Another night an
elderly man with a walker played guitar softly. He had a smooth face that I
wanted to describe in my mind as “kind” but I stopped myself from doing
so. He was selling crystals and crucifixes. My landlady later told me a bit
about his life and I’m glad that I omitted “kind’ from my internal monologue.
The last Sunday of September radiated sun. It made me hateful
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of everyone with a normal life. I was on my way to see a therapist for the
first time. My therapist was like a French Canadian John Malkovich with
a scraggly Rasputin beard. But he understood and was open to letting me
pay what I could afford.
September left and October came with you in the bathroom screaming, hair flailing, doing what looked like an impression of “Child with Toy
Hand Grenade in Central Park, N.Y.C 1962”, except instead of a plastic grenade you were holding a chef’s knife that you had just been sharpening on
a wet stone. It was pointed off to the side and I know you would never stab
me but my body still registered this as a threat. Deep in my throat I began
to laugh involuntarily at the absurdity of it all. How something so innocent
and innocuous (better to never speak I have learned) could trigger such a
reaction. And this wasn’t even the first time.
I locked the bedroom door and while you screamed at me and coolly told you that you were using a mixture of bullet points and sweeping
metaphors—like a cross between an animal dissection and a post-impressionist painting. You seemed more concerned about having to tell your
mother that I wouldn’t be coming up with you for Thanksgiving.
It was finally done and thankfully September was over too.
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Claire Scott is an award winning poet who has received multiple Pushcart Prize
nominations. Her work has appeared in the Atlanta Review, Bellevue Literary
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Review, New Ohio Review, Enizagam and Healing Muse among others. Claire
is the author of Waiting to be Called and Until I Couldn’t. She is the co-author of
Unfolding the Light: A Sisters’ Journey in Photography and Poetry.
Maureen Sherbondy’s latest poetry collection is Dancing with Dali. Her first
young adult novel, Lucky Brilliant, was published last year. Her work has appeared
in Southeast Review, Stone Canoe, Calyx, and other journals. Maureen lives in
Durham, North Carolina. Her website is www.maureensherbondy.com.
Lawrence Di Stefano is currently enrolled in the MFA program at San Diego
State University. His poems have most recently appeared in The Shore, The Roadrunner Review, Stirring, and are forthcoming in Free State Review. He likes to
roller skate.
Sophie Szew (she/her) is a Jewtina from LA who is passionate about advocacy
and social justice on all fronts. Since recovering from an eating disorder in 2019,
her writing (both poetry and personal narratives) has been published in a number
of outlets, including FEAST, the Dillydoun Review, Channel Kindness, Jewtina y
Co, and Detester Magazine, among others. She was also the inaugural poet to the
Mayor of Beverly Hills. This year, she founded the Youth Latinx Leadership Conference, a student-run organization that connects Latinx student leaders to the
resources to succeed as future changemakers. She was able to help connect over
500 foster families to undocumented and unaccompanied child immigrants. She
also spends her time bringing awareness to issues that affect BIPOC communities
through her work with Born This Way Foundation, Mental Health America, and
internships at the U.S. House of Representatives. Her poem “Prompts for my Next
Poem,” which is published in the Santa Clara Review, recently won first place at
the Woorilla Poetry Prize Louise Rockne Youth Section of 2021!
Kelly Talbot has edited books for 20 years for Wiley, Macmillan, Oxford, Pearson Education, and other publishers. His writing has appeared in dozens of journals and anthologies. He divides his time between Indianapolis, Indiana, and Timisoara, Romania.
Z.G. Tomaszewski maintains historical buildings, gardens, and loves arranging
flowers with his wife. Tomaszewski may be heard playing the vibraphone, and is at
work on a collection of notes, essays, and poems. Tomaszewski is the author of All
Things Dusk, Mineral Whisper, River Nocturne, along with two limited edition
coffee table books, Korakia and Stone Poems.
Nick Trelstad is a poet and English teacher from Northern Minnesota. His poems have appeared in literary magazines including The Dillydoun Review, The
Blue Marble Review, The Scriblerus Review, The Freshwater Review, among
many others.
D.E. La Valle is a writer based in Toronto, Canada. She uses her writing as a tool
to navigate the female experience She has been featured in The Bookends Review
Best of 2019 and Quiet Lightning amongst others.
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Matt Vekakis is an MFA student in poetry at the University of Florida. Their
recent work has appeared in Southern Humanities Review, Appalachian Review,
Welter, High Shelf Press, and Waccamaw, among others. Matt also serves as EIC
of The Lunch Break Zine—the literary companion of Out to Lunch Records.
Tracy Whiteside is an award-winning Chicago-area photographer specializing
in conceptual art. She is internationally published in art, literature, and fashion.
Captivated by anything weird or magical, she wants to tell the story. In her past
lives, Whiteside has worked in fashion, the talent industry, and musical theatre.
All these experiences have provided many of the skills she needs for developing
the narrative and the visuals for her images. A photographer since 2004, Whiteside is self-taught. Her work is featured at https://www.tracywhiteside.com,
https://www.facebook.com/TracyWhitesidePhotography, and her Instagram: @
whitesidetracy.
John Sibley Williams is the author of eight poetry collections, including Scale
Model of a Country at Dawn (Cider Press Review Poetry Award), The Drowning
House (Elixir Press Poetry Award), As One Fire Consumes Another (Orison Poetry Prize), Skin Memory (Backwaters Prize, University of Nebraska Press), and
Summon (JuxtaProse Chapbook Prize).). A twenty-six-time Pushcart nominee,
John is the winner of numerous awards, including the Wabash Prize for Poetry,
Philip Booth Award, Phyllis Smart-Young Prize, and Laux/Millar Prize. He serves
as editor of The Inflectionist Review and founder of the Caesura Poetry Workshop
series. Previous publishing credits include Best American Poetry, Yale Review,
Verse Daily, North American Review, Prairie Schooner, and TriQuarterly.
Shingo Shaun Yamazaki is a second generation Japanese/Korean American
artist, born and raised in Honolulu, Hawai’i. His paintings investigate the question
of home, how it is defined, and what form it embodies for people with multi-cultural identities. Shingo studied at the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa and graduated
in 2014 with a Bachelors of Arts focused in Painting. Shingo has been a recipient
of the “Newcomer Award” at the Japanese Chamber of Commerce “Commitment
to Excellence” Juried Exhibition, and won the First Place Award for the Association of Hawai’i Artists “Aloha Show.” He has been featured recently in publications
such as BOOOOOOOM ‘Tomorrow’s Talent’ volume II, and Friend of the Artist
Volume 13. Shingo is currently making work out of his studio in Los Angeles.
Junghwa Yoo grew up in and lives in Sunnyvale, California. She uses various
media to make art, but she mainly makes paintings using watercolor. In her building paintings she used watercolor to portray outdoor scenes at different times of
day in a quick and loose style.
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